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Young Wild West and the Doomed Mine
OR, ARIEITA'S LIFE AT STAKE

~

By AN OLD SCOUT

,,,,...
CRAFTER I.-The Men Who Did Not Want
To Talk.
The mining- camp called Potter's Flat pre!'ented a rather deserted appearance one afternoon a few years ag-o, when Young- Wild West,
the well-known boy hero of the West, and his
friends, rode along- the dusty trail and came in
sig-ht of it. There were as many as thirty shanties there, and quite a few tents, and these Rugg-ested Quite a population. But only half a
dozen men could be seen. and they were g-ather-ed
in front of the long- building- where the combined
business of a store and saloon was run. On the
hill to the left were sheds and building-s, and
the machinery and appliance 3 that could be seen
indicated plainly that there was a mine there.
But there was no machinery in motion, nor was
then• smoke coming- from the stack that ran up
from the furnace. Young- Wild West, attired in
a fancy and expensive hunting- suit of buckskin,
a broad sombero tipped back upon hi s head. and
his wealth of light chestnut hair hang-ing- down
o-ver his shoulders, surely made the true picture
of a dashing· younv Westerner. His Rteed was a
clean-limbed sorrel stallion , which bore the name
of Spitfire. and the one 5tted the other for the
reason that the ride1· knew no f ear and was ever
fighting for the right, and th e st eed was hltelligent. s peedy and full of endurance. Wild as he
was called for short had won the title of Champion Deadshot of the West, but he never boasted
of what he coulrl do with a revolver or rifle.
When it was n ecessary to do accurate shooting
he always did it, whether it was for fun or for
fair.
"Well. Et." the y oung- dead shot said, a s he
brought Spitfire to a halt and turned to the
golden-haired girl, who was riding- beside him,
"I 1·ecko;1 there must be something wrong here.
By the looks of the camp I would judge that
Yet only half a
things mu st be booming.
dozen men can be seen, and everything is Quiet
up there at the mine."
"There surely must be somethin2' wrong-," replied the boy's sweetheart, whose name was
Arietta Murdock. "But it may be that the mine
has been closed because the pay-dirt has given
out. and those who were working here have deserted the camp."

Cheyenne Charlie. the scout, who · was ridinl?
along- with his wife Anna not far behind our
hero and his sweetheart, now came up, and as
he brought his horse to a halt he shru1?ged his
shoulders and said:
"I heard what you.two were,saying, and blamed
if it don't look as though Arietta is about right.
Wh'!l.t did that cowboy we met say this place was
callE>d, Wild?"
"Potter's Flat, Charlie," the boy answereB.,
Quickly. "He said a man named Potter had struck
it rich here a couple of years ago, and had opened up a mine that employed about fifty men. But
he certainly did not say anything- about the min
l!.'ivinl!.' out."
"No, I reckon he didn't. Well, the only wav
to find out about it is to ride on and ask them
fellers what's standing- over there in front -of
the whisky-mill and store."
This appeared to be the logical way, so with
a nod of his head Wild rode on, his sweetheart
keeping close to his side. Arietta was attired
fa a costuine that suited her to a nicety, consider~
ing- she was spending her whole time in ridingabout throul!,'h the wildest parts of the West with
her young- lover and his o~mpanion s. Her mount
was a cream-white broncno. and the two steecls
made a pleasing- contra::;t. Cheyenne Charlie w:is
one of the partners of Young- Wild West, an.d hacl
been for about four years, at the time of wh ich
we write. Jim Dart. a Wyoming boy. was the
other partner, and he ca me not "ar behind the
scout and his wife, his sweetheart Eloise
Gardner, riding- at his right. A little further
behind two Chinamen, who were brothers named
Hop Wah and Wini!.' Wah and servants for the
party, rode along- on their bronchos. leading a
pair of pack-horses that carried the canrning- outfit and supplies. Our friend s certainlv looked
picturesque as they rode two abreast toward the
small group of men in front of the Ion!! buildinl?
that bore a big- sig-n announcing it to be a tavern
and g-eneral store combined. There were just six
men there, and they all were roughly dressed,
some of them rather ragged and dirty.
"Hello, strang-ers !" one of them, who seemed
to be a sort of spokesman, called out. as ha
looked at the approaching- riders with undisJ!,'uised surprise.
"Hello!" Younsr Wild West answexed, in hilt
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cool and easy way. "What's the trouble here?" tall man queried, as he took the pipe from his
"Ain't heard about it, eh?" and the man mouth and looked at the boy 8harply.
shrugged his shoulders and turned to his com"We have heard something about it. This
panions as if he felt that he had an important man here," nodding toward the miner who had
duty to perform when he explained the situation been so slow about explainin11: matters, "has-as it existed in Potter's Flat.
been trying to tell us something."
"No, we haven't heard about anything. We
"He has, eh? Well, I reckon Sam Hart kin
are strange1·s here," and Young Wild West tell a story about as good as any one here. He
quickly dismounted and faced the group.
t.old you that Dave Mullen's kid was stole last
"This camp is called Potter's Flat, and a man night, and that Dave's wife is very sick from it."
named Potter owns the mine up there," the man
"Yes, he told us that much."
observed, as he nodded toward the hill.
"And I suppose he said that .about every man
"Yei:
e .heard that much fro;rn a cowboy we belonging to the camp is out trying to find them
met this morning."
as stole the child."
"Yes, he told us that, too."
"Had the cowboy been over here when vou met
him?"
"Well, that's all there is to it. There ain't
"He didn't say that he had."
nothinl?' more to tell. Who are you an:vhow •
"Well, he couldn't have .b een, or else he left . young feller?"
mighty early, and didn't know what happened
"Young Wild West is m:v name."
last night."
"Is that so? Seems to me I've heard of ver."
"Perhaps you have. I am not a stranger in
"What did happen, my friend?"
"See that cunning looking shanty half hid by these parts, though I will say, that I ha~e never
the trees up there not far from the mine?" and been here in this camp before."
"Young Wild West, eh?" and the. tall man put
the man indicated the object he referred to by
the pipe back in his mouth and looked at the
pointing his forefinger in that direction.
They all saw it, and Young Wild West quickly dashing voung deadshot curiously. "Want to nut
up here?" he added, as if he had just thought
answered in the affirmative.
"Well, that's where Dave Mullen, the head of it. "I've got a mighty l!'OOd place here fo:r
boss of the mine, lives. Ain't that right, boys!" strangers to stop at. I don't charge an av.rful
.
and he turned and nodded to the others standing lot, either."
"Thank you for your suggestion, but I i-eckon
about.
"That's dead right, Sam," one of them re- we'll put up our tents somewhere around here
go into camp. We are in the habit of doing
torted, while the rest hastened to bear him out. and
so we'll not be put out any."
"That's all right," our hero said, rather im- that,
"Jest as you please. But say! I've hear-d tell
patiently. "But tell me what happened."
Younl1.' Wild West kin shoot any one livinlf."
"I'm coming to that, kid.
Don't be in too that
"I don't know where you got your information
much of a hurry. You kin bet that I wouldn't from,
and I'm not able to say that you're ri1?ht."
be here now if I owned a horse. Every man
"Maybe I'm wrong, then."
what owned one, and nearly every one living
"Perhaps you are. I'll admit that I can shoot
here does, is out hunting for the sneaking
quick and strai1?ht, and that I am always ready
scoundrels."
to do it, if I think it is necessary. It . is true
"What sneaking scoundrels?"
I have taken part in quite a few shooting
"Why, them as kidnapped Dave Mullen's little that
matches and have mana1?ed tJ> win them all."
Jl.'irl last night."
"That makes you a cham-pion, then, don't it?"
"Oh, I see. A child was stolen from the little
"It does as far as those I have competed with
shack up there on the hill, is that it?"
concerned. But that don't mean that there
"Yes,· and a mighty putty little l!'al she is, too." are plenty
of others who can shoot better than
"And every man who owned a horse has gone are
I
can."
to hunt down the child's abductors and restore
"You're all right, Young Wild West. You talk
her to her father."
jest the way I like to hear a feller talk. Maybe
"That's it kid. They want to bring her back you kin do something- about findinl1.' the gang
to her father, and her mother, too. You see, what stole Dave Mullen's fittle 11.'al last ni1?ht.
Dave Mullen's wife is mighty sick from what I mean by that, if it happens that they ain't
happened. Half a dozen of the women folks found 'em yet."
living here is up there with her now doing the
"I'll be only too dad to help all I can. But
best they kin for her. Some think she won't live you
people certainly must have some idea_ of
very long if the kid ain't brought back mighty who the men are who did the kidnapine-."
soon."
"Yes, that's right. I reckon we could £Uesa
At this juncture a tall, thin man of middle age putty well who some of 'em is. There's men
came out of the door that opened into the bar- what's been working at the mine who ain't very
room of the saloon. He was suckinl?' away at a friendly to Mullen. • Most likely it's some of
very black pipe, and appeared to be taking things them."
coolly.
"Quite likely."
.
Satisfied that he could get no further informs,.
"Where did you folks come from?" he asked,
as he looked from one to the other of the partv. tion about the kidnappinf1.' case, Younl?" Wild
"Oh, we just struck here by accident," Wild West turned and walked back to his horse.
"Boys," he said, noddinl1.' to his partners, "I
answered, and then he stepped toward him. feeling that he might get a little further information reckon we'll find a place to pitch our cam1>.
Then probably we may hunt up some one who
from the man.
"Hear about what ba-ppened last night?" the will explain matters thoroughly. I am just bl-
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terested enou11:h to feel as if I would like to run
down the fellows who stole the child. I mean
to do it, too, if it happens that she has · not
·
been found yet."
"That's the way to talk, Wild!" Cheyenne
~harlie exclaimed. "Hurray! Whoopee!"
He waved his hat in the air as he uttered the
shout, and the lanky proprietor of the hotel and
store and those standing- before it looked on but
said nothin11:. It was not until Young- Wild West
took his horse by the bit and -started to walk
ay that any of them said anything. Then a
short man who was dirty as well as ragged ran
a few steps toward him and called out:
"Say, kid, you ain't going away that way, are
yer?"
"Right this -way, my friend,'' the boy answered,
coolly, as he • pointed to a small level spot near
a running brook.
"But don't you think what you ha:ve heard is
worth something-?"
"No, I certainly don't. You fellows are about
as dumb as any I have -ever seen. None of you
seem to want to talk."
"We kin all talk fast enough if we want to."
"Yes, I believe that."
"If you had wanted us to talk you oughter
ve asked us into Pete Spencer's to have a
drink first. If you had done that we would- be
talking yet, and telling- you all about what happened here last nig-ht."
"Oh, that's how it is, eh?"
"I reckon it is. Now then, you jest invite the
boys in to have a drink and you'll mighty soon
hear one· of the blamedest stories you have hlilard
in a good while."
"Do you need a drink badly?"
"I reckon I do. I've been dead broke for over
a week now."
"Well, go to work and earn some money, so
you can buy a drink, then."
"What's that, kid?" and the man's eyes flashed.
The others tittered, and this made him ang·rier
still.
"Didn't you hear what I said?" and Wild left"
his horse standing- and walked to him.
"Yes, I heard you. But don't you get sassy."
"Hold on there, Ruckles," called oqt the lanky
saloonkeeper. "That's Young Wild West. If you
don't look out he'll have you standing- on your
head afore you know it."
"I don't care wbo it is," was the retort. "I
ain't g·oing to allow no kid to sass me." '
A smile showed upon the handsome face of
Young Wild West as he looked at the insignificant specimen of manhood before him. He .had
already sized up the group, and his conclusion
was that only two of them really amounted to
anything. The rest were such as could be found .
hanging- about a bar-room anvwhere, men who
care more for a drink than they do for wo1·k.
"Is your name Ruckles ?" the boy asked, in
his cool and easy way. "I believe I heard the
ss of the shanty over there call you that."
"Yes, my name is Ruckles. Don't you like the
name?"
"Oh, I suppose the name is all right, but I
don't like the man who owns it."
"You don't, eh? What are you going- to do
about it?''
"I'm waiting to see what you are going to do
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about it. But see here. I don't want any trouble
with you, because I am too much interested in
what happened last ni_g-ht to bother with you.
But if you don't move away from here inside of
five seconds I'll make you move."
The companions of Ruckles had ceased chattering by this time, and when they heard the boy
making- the threaf they looked astonished. But
Pete Spencer, the boss of the saloon and store,
nodded his head and grinned.
It was quite evident that he had an idea of
<Vhat was-likely to happen. Ruckles did not offer
to mov:e, though. On the contrary, he placed his
hand upon the butt of a revolver that was
hanging- from his belt. Probably he thought this
might_ have the effect of frightening- the boy. But
he did not know Young- Wild West. It had an
entirely different effect. As quick as a flash the
ydung- deadshot leaped forward, and, g-rippingt&e man by his right arm, he gave · it a wrench
that caused him to utter a howl of pain.
Then a quick fling, and Ruckles was spinningaround like a top. A kick followed, and he was
lifted almost clear of the g-round and started
from the saloon. Down he went upon his"'11ands
and knees, for he could not keep upon his feet.
A couple of the men laughed outri11:ht, .and all
bµt one of them smiled. Wild v-as not g-oing- to
run the risk of being- shot at by the fellow, so
he followed him up and stood over him. Ruckles
still had his gun, and the boy knew it.
"Are you satisfied?" he asked, lookin11: the surprised rascal squarely in the eyes.
"Don't kick me again," came the -replv. "I
wasn't looking- for nothing- like that, or you
wouldn't have done it. But I'm down now, so it
ain't fair to kick me."
"Get up!" came the command, for Wild knew
the fellow was simply waiting for the chance to
get a shot at him.
Rackles half arose and then he made an effort
to grab his gun and turn it upon the boy. But
he was not quick enough.
Spat! The young- deadshot's fist shot · out with
terrific force, and catching- Ruckles squarely between the eyes, sent him at full length upon the
ground, right at the feet of the boss of the store.

CHAPTER IL-Hop Wah Visits the Tavern.
"Gentlemen," said Young Wild West, as he
stem>ed back from the villain again and looked
calmly at those standing;_ about, "I am sorry
there has been ' any trouole here. But maybe
some of yon don't like what I just did to Ruckles.
If that is true, speak out, a:i.d we'll settle it right
here."
"I reckon I ain't · sorry, Young- Wild West,"
the man called Sam Hart exclaimed, . and he
promptly made his way to the boy and put out
his hand, which was accepted.
Of the half a dozen men this was about the
only one the young- deadshot regarded as being
anything- like all rig-ht.
_"Mu;h obliged to you for saying- that, my
friend, the boy answered, as coolly as if :i.othin _g· at all had happened. "How about the rest
of them?"
"Oh, you kin fig-ht all right, when a come.
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to ui::inl?' your fists," one of them spoke uP, of fel!ow if he's given a chance. He's in bad
growlingly.
company just --now, and that may make an awful
"Yes, and he kin fight with a g-un. too. and difference. He'll be over here presently. see if
don't you forget it, .b oys," said the keeper of he isn't."
·the store, with an assurinl?' nod. "The fact is,"
"He had better mind his eye if .he comes, 'cause
he added, with a shrug- of the shoulders, "all of jest the minute he g-its a little fresh I'm J?Oin!I;.
us has been a little too short in our ways. I to take care of him. I was itching- to !!"it down
didn't expect Young Wild West to do no treating off my horse and wallop the whole bunch of 'em.
in here afore I answered his Questions and told I kpc};.,.,ecJ that me and vou could do it."
him what had been going on last night. But I'll
"Charlie, you should know verv well that Wild
admit that I wasn't very quick about telling him. is pPrfectlv able to take care of himself." the
You fellers has been hanging- around here wait- scout's wife spoke up. "Nothing- was said to yo-u,\
ing to git a drink. There ain't one of yer what's anyway, nor did any of the men say or do anvgot a cent so you can't buy it, and you want thinJ? that might be taken as insulting to th~
somebody to give it to yer."
girls or myself.''.
"That ain't altogether my case, Pete," Ha.rt de"That's all riJ?ht, gal. But I coutdn't heh>
clared, earnestly. "You know putty well that if feeling- that way."
I had owned a horse I'd have gone with the
-By this time they had reached tM spot Youn{!
crowd to hunt for the little gal. I didn't have Wild West had selected for a camning- place. All
no horse, so I had to stay here, and these fellers hands dismounted, and the two Chinamen went
was the only ones as was left with me, except right ahead with the work of unloading- the packvourself."
horses, while Wild and his partners removed the
· "I lent the two· horses· .I owned, but of course saddles from the steeds that had been ridden by
I had tb stay here to tend -to business," answered themselves and .the !!"iris and proceeded to tie
Pete. "How did I know how soo:;:J. somebody them where they might have a chance to graze
might come along and want something? Me and upon the rich growth of grass along the edg-e
the old woman is the only ones in the house."
of the brook. When they had done this they
Seeing that none of them were apt to take . went back and found the 11"irls looking in a rather•
it up for the man he had thrashed, Wild ag-ain pleased way toward the left. When they saw'
turned to go to his horse.
three women approaching thev understood the
"I'll be glad to tell you all I know about what cause. With the exceotion that the half dozen
happened here last ;-iight." Hart called out.
men were standinJZ" in front of the store when
"Never mind now," was the reply. "I reckon they arrived. the mining camp seemed to be enwe'll go into camp. We'll find out all about it tirelv deserted. But now it was different.
later on."
S1Weral women could be seen in front of the
The miner ~howed that he was considerably shanties that lined the sandy street on either
abashed, but ,J;d not offer to say anything fur- side for a short distance. Thev were all J?azingther. As Wild joined his companions, who had that way, too, which showed that it must have
been taking in all that occurred with no little become known what happened shortly after the
interest, he turned and saw Ruckles sitting up strangers reached the soot. The three women,
and looking around in a dazed sort of way. 'But who were typical miners' wives, came up in a
he did not fear that he would offer to shoot now, hesitatinJ? sort of way. Arietta greeted them
:-;o taking Spitfire by the bridle, he started to- , with a smile, and invited them to come and sit
ward the soot he had already selected as a suit- down. It happened that the women we:re far
able place to put up the tents.
more talkative than the men had been, and once
But Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart kept a they g-ot started they all tried to tell of the abwatch in the direction o-" the store. They werp duction of the little girl that occurred some time
not J?oinJZ" to give Ruckles a chance to do any the nig-ht b.efore. After a while one of them
:-;hootinJZ" should ·be make up his mind to trv it. managed to get the floor, so to speak, and she
However, the fellow did not show any inclination related a rather lonJ? story, e-ivinJZ" all she knew
that way, and getting upon his feet, went and sat about it in detail. But 1·eally, after all, our
down with his back against the front of the friends did not learn much more than had ali::hanty.
ready been told them in a rather evasive way.
"He's settled for a while, anyhow," Jim Dart The facts were, as near as they could underobserved, with a laugh. "Wild , you certainly stand, that Mullen, the superintendent ofl the
gave him .an awful wa1loping."
big- mine, had made Sf!veral enemies amonJ? the
"Don't you think he needed it, Jim?" the young men working- there. This was because he had
discharged an endneer for getting- drunk, somedeadshot asked smilingly.
"He certainly did, for if. you had waited a •thing- like two weeks before. The eng-ineer seemed to have everal friends, and after his desecond Jonirer he would have fired ·. at you."
"Oughter have knocked the measly coyote's parture from Potter's Flat a strong feeling was
head off," declared Cheyenne Charlie, his eyes shown by them against Mullen. ·
They had set a trap for him to make him fall
flashing·. "There ain't none of that bunch what's
any good 'ceot the feller what talked when we into the shaft, but it had failed. There was no
first got here. Of course, the boss of the shanty evidence ag-ainst the men who did this, and-.it ·
Is all right. But Sam Hart don't amount to an Mullen decided to let it go, thoug-h of course,
awful lot, though. He was jest as anxious . to get he was on the alert nearly all the time to find
a drink as any of the rest."
who was responsible for the trap that had been
"I'm inclined to believe that you're 1·iJrht on s-et. Nothing had been seen of the discharged
that, Charlie," Wild answered. "But I think Sam engineer, who e name was Tom Wall. But the
lut>t. as they call him, is a pretty decent sort supposition was that it was he who had planned
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the abduction of the superintendent's child, and
that he must be hidinJ? somewhere in the vicinity
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shanty that was located a couple of hundred feet
distant. Once he got to the shanty he shot anof the mining- camp. Mullen had remain-ed at the other glance in the direction of the little camp,
tavern quite late the nia-ht before, and the morn- and with a nod of his head and a broad g-rin
ul? was well advanced when he arrived at his he went around the shanty and then started in
cozy little shanty on the side of the hill. When a bee-line for the long- buildinl?" that was oche got there a ·great surprise was' in ' store for cupied as a store and saloon. Hop Wah was
him. His wife and the squaw, who was a servant not exactly what might be called an ordinary
at the house, were found tied hand and foot . in Chinaman. }Je was superior to the average of
.one of the rooms, with the furniture scattered his race, and it laid in the fact that h& was a
'm>Qut to show plainly that there had been a very clever sleight-of-hand performer, shrewd
strugJ?;le. The little _g-irl, aJ?;ed six, was missing. and always able to do about the right thing- at
Both Mulle;i's wife and the servant were J?;ag_g-ed the ri_g-ht time.
as well as hound, and hence it was that they
He was also very fond ·of _g-ambling, and could
could not _g-ive the alarm after the departur·e of get the best of any of the card sharps he came
the villains. The woman had _g-one in hysterics in contact with. If his love for g-ambling was a
the instant she was released by her husband, and failin_g-, he had still another, which was that he
since that time had been lying in a critical con- liked whisky-, which he always called tanglefoot.
dition, u..,able to g-ive the details of the story. He· wanted some tang-lefoot now, and thinking
However, the squaw stated that there were as that probably Cheyenne Charlie might detain
many as four _men who had entered the house un- him if he left the. camp openly, he had sneaked
expectedly, all wearing- black masks to conceal off in the manner described. When he entered
their faces. After they had overpowered her the bar-room of the shanty structure he found
mistress and herself they had seized the little the six men inside. They were .all sittit1_g- at
girl, wrapped her in a cloak, and then taken their tables, and the proprietor sat upon a chair that
departure. Our friends now understood why was tipped back, his feet on another, dozing.
otter's Flat had presented such a deserted ap- He looked up as the heathen came in, and then
pearance upon their arrival. ' Every man who quickly _g-ot upon his feet.
"Velly nicee day, so be," the clever Chinee
could J?et a horse had started to run down the
villains who had committed the foul crime of ventured, a bland smile showing- on his yellow
face.
abducting- an innocent little girl.
'
"Yes, heathen," was the _g-rinnin_g- reply. "What
"Well, boys," the younJ? deadshot said, noddingto his partners, after he had· listened to the story, kin I do fo'r you? You can't buy a drink here
"I reckon we couldn't have _g-ot here in a better for less than forty cents. The g-oods has to be
time, unless we arrived last nig-ht in time to pre- carted too far to make it possible to sell it a.,y
vent the outrag-e that has been committed. We cheaper. If you ain't _g-ot forty cents you don't
are going- to make our headquarters here until _g-it a drink."
the little girl is restored to her parents and the
"Me gottee plenty money, boss," Hop retorted,
villains are punished. You can stake all you're reassuring-ly, and then to prove it he drew a
worth on ·that, boys."
buckskin bag- from out of his pockets, and step"That's the way tp talk, Wild," Cheyenne pin_g- to the bar, dumped the contents there. The
Charlie spoke up, nodding- with an eag-erness that coins, numbering- fifty or sixty, were nearly all
told how ready and willinJ? he was to take a g-old, though here and there could be seen a silver
half dollar or quarter. This was quite enough
hand in the J?ame.
Arietta informed the three women as to who to make the eyes of Pete Spencer ·open wide.
"Blamed if you ain't got plenty of money,
they were, and was not at all surprised when
they said they had heard of Young- Wild West heathen," he said, speaking in a milder way. "I
and his friends, and felt that they would surely reckon you kin buy all the whisky you want."
"Me likee havee lillee dlink of tan_g-lefoot."
save the little girl in case those who had l!"one
to look for her failed. They left the camp shortly retorted Hop, as he placed the money back into
after that, and in a few minute,: it was spread the ba_g-.
This seemed to be .the signal for the loiterers to
about the Flat among- the rest of the women as
to who the stran_g-ers were and what they in- rise and approach the bar. Until the Chinaman
tended to do. It was a little after four o'clock had showed the money they had no use for him.
in the afternoon when our friends arrived at the But now it was different, and, . ea_g-er for a drink,
mininJ? camp, and when th!)y were once more all they pressed forward.
"Heathen," sa1d Sam Hart, extendin_g- a hand,
by themselves Wild tolq Wing Wah, the cook, to
"you come here with Young Wild West, and
l?O ahead and start preparations for the evenin_gmeal. The two Chinamen had finished puttinJ? that shows you're white through and through,
up the two tents that were occupied as sleepin_g- even though your skin is yaller. I like the looks
quarters,. and that done, the camp was · ready: of yer. My name is Sam. What's yours?"
"Me namee Hop Wah; comee flom China, MisHop, his brother, assisted him in _g-athering sufficient fuel to make a fire and keep it J?oing-, and ler Sam," was the bland retort. "You wantee
havinJ? done• this he cast a sly glance around, lillee dlink?"
"Well, Hop, I don't speak to yer for that. But
and seein_g- Wild busy talkin_g- with his partners
and the g-irls, slipped off along the bank of the since you invited me, I'll take a little rattlesnake
littl-e brook until he came to a clump of rocks. oil, as we call it sometimes."
"Allee light, we havee lillee dlink, so be. Boss,
Then he quickly got behind the rocks and waited
a minute or two. Heamg nothing- that would R"ivee Misler Sam some lattlesnake oil. Me
indicate that his presence had been discovered, wantee lillee tanglefoot."
This caused the proprietor to lauR"h heartily.
he looked about and then made straiirht for a
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"It all comes out of the same bottle, heathen,"
"Velly goodee luckee, so be. Me velly smartee
was the retort, anti he quickly placed two heavY Chinee."
and truck glasses upon the bar, and , then put
When he had swallowed his drink he put th&
out a black bottle.
glass down, and then took a seat at a nearby
The other five men pressed a little closer to
the two at the bar. As yet they had not been
invited, but they all noticed how easy it was
for Hart to get an invitation to drink.
CHAPTER lll.-A Prisoner Is Brought To
"You're a mighty fine feller, Hop," oae of
the Flat.
them said, patronizingly. "I like the looks of
you. You're about the puttiest Chinaman I ever
Young Wild West and the rest at the canip
'
seen."
not long in discoverinJ!." that Hop was miss"Lat allee light," Hop retorted, with a _grin. were
ing. But they knew pretty well where he might
"You velly nicee Melican man. Me likee you be found, and only Cheyenne Charlie had anyvelly muchee. You wantee lillee dlink?"
thing- to say about it. The scout thought a whole
"Well, excuse me for beinJ? so fresh, but since lot of the clever Chinee when it came to the
you have asked me, I'll take a little pizen."
point, but he had never forJ1:otten that Hop had
· ''Maybe you wantee lillee dlink," Hop spoke always
managed to p-et the best of him every
man
the
at
looked
and
quickly
up, as he turned
time he tried to play a trick, and this , made him
"
.
Wild had thrashed. .
ready to "pick" upon the Chinaman.
I always
"Bug-juice for me," was the quick .r~ply.
young- deadshot had found it quite usethe
But
ain't feeling exactly right. YounJ!." Wild West less to try
reform him, so as lon.g- as Hop
knocked the spots out of me, and I suppose a attended to to
and made a little fun
his
little •something- that's _got a sthlg to it will put for them now andbusiness
then, he was content to let him
.
me in proper shape again."
g-o his way. · Many times had the clever Chinee
"You wantee stin_gee?" Hop asked,1 as if he been the means directly or indirectly of savinl!:'.
had just thought of something;
their lives, and all throug-h his cleverness. Wild '
"I reckon I do, heathen, ri.e,-ht here," and did not intend to do anything- toward hunting
Ruckles pointed to his throat and l!'rinned.
down the abductors of the little girl until he had
"Allee light, me fixee you velly muchee a· chance to talk with the father. No doubt he
quickee."
had gone with the crowd looking for her, and it
Then as quick as a flash the Chinaman drew might be that when he returned he would ringlive
a
be
to
seE!'lned
when
coat
his
from under
the child with him and the villains, if they wer-e
rattlesnake. He thrust it right in the face of not shot down, as well. The preparations for
dismay,
and
fear
of
yell
a
Ruckles, and with
the evening meal were on. Those at the little
the rascal . fell over backward, his heels flying- . camp noticed the commotion occurring- at the
with
scattered
men
in the air. The rest of the
saloon when Hop had thrust his imitation f;;1ake
remarkable quickness, leavinJ!." Hop alone at the at Ruckles and knew Hop was there and · was
bar. It was :oot a live snake that Hop used to simply haviug some fun there. Charlie refrighten the man with, but simply a rubber im- marked that he would like to be there and see
itation of one which he had made .himself and . what was goin_g- on, but cQilcluded to wait a while
skillfully painted to imitate the real thin_g. -Many before leaving the camp. Win_g-, the cook, was
times had he shown the "rattler," and always preparin_g- something a little extra for supper,
with the · result "Gf creating a sensation. Pete and . it would take an hour, so he said, before
Spencer was as much startled as any of the rest. they would be able to sit down and· parta ke of
He had got as far away as he could from the the good things.
bar, and with a very pale face he shouted:
"Me makee plenty bakee potatoes, nicee veni"Git out of' here with that rattler, heathen. son, hot biscuits, flied bacon and ep:gs, and velly
Git out or I'll shoot."
~oodee coffee," he told Wild, when the youn_g"Lat allee light," was the bland reply, a s Hop deadshot asked him about the bill of fare.
"That's all right, Wing," was the repl y. "You
turned to him smilingly. "Um snakee no hurtee
somebody. He velly _goodee snakee. Me eatee, are a mighty good cook, and when you take vour
time you always fix up somethin.g- that is apso be."
/
·
Then the clever Chinee appeared to thrust the petizing."
Wing looked pleased at this, but said nothing,
snake into his mouth, pushinJ!." it downward and
gulpinJ!." as he did so. When the tail, rattles and for unlike his brother, he never attempted to be
all had disappeared he gave an extra _gulp, "fresh" in his ways.
The young deadshot and his partners cleaned
stroked his stomach, and then breathed a sigh of
satisfaction. This was a little too much for all up their weapons and put the finishin1< touches
of them. The men who wanted a drink so badly to getting the camp . into shape, and then. sat
before now kept as far away as they could get 'down near the brook, where they could keep an
I from the Chinaman. Ruckles was still upon the eye on the mining- . camp as well as the mine on
floor, thou.e,-h he had crawled over close to the the side of the hill. Just as they were thinkinl?
door, and was ready, no doubt, to make a hasty it about time that Wing called them to eat, they
exit should Hop venture to come any nearer to saw quite a large party ·of horsemen ridin~
around a bend and i:apidly approaching the Flat.
him.
"Whattee mattee ?" came the question, and
"I reckon we'll find out a little more now,
then Bop shook his head sadly ap.d turned to boys," our hero said as he leaped to his feet.
''Here comes as many as twenty men. We'll
the bar!
He poured out a drink from the bottle which watch them and see if they have the little girl
was still there, and holding up the 11:lass, said: or any prisoners with them."
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The horsemen were not long in approaching,
and when they saw that t'.1ey had a man tied
upon a horse with his hands fastened behind
him, they knew •rig-ht away that a prisoner had
been taken. But there were no sfgns of a child
being with them. Waiting until the party came
t,1 a halt •before Pete Spencer'$ establishment,
Wild and his partners started to go over there.
They saw the half dozen loiterers come out,
followed by Spencer and Hop, and then a lot of
talking· was being done. As the three neared the
pot, Spencer ran out and shouted:
"Here comes Young Wild West and his pards.
You fellers has ketched one of the scoundrels,
but I reckon they'll git the rest of 'em and find
the kid, too."
'·What's that you say, Pete?" a man of thirty,
who was attired in a rather expensive riding suit
asked, as he turned and · looked sharply at our
friends .
"It's Younl?' Wild West, Mr. Mullen," Spencer
retorted, quickly. "He's the Champion Deadshot
and kin do a whole lot what no one else kin. He's
mighty willing to help you out in this trouble,
too, 'cause I heard him say so."
Dave Mullen, for it was the superintendent
of the mine, briJ?"htened up a little, and hurri.e d
o meet our friends.
"Which of you is Younl?" Wild West?" he asked, lookinl?' t them closely.
"I am," the vounl?' deadshot replied. in his cool
and easy way. "Are vou the boss of the mine
up there?"
·
"Yes, I am."
"I've heard what happened last night, and I
feel sorry for you. Have you been able to get
a clue as to the whereabouts of your little girl?"
"We've J?"Ot hold of a: man who . knows something about it, I'm sure," was the reply. "There
he is over there."
"You say you think he knows something about
it?"
"Yes, I feel sure of it, for he's one of the men
who was workinl?' for me and who had a grude:e
ae:ainst me."
"Well, that's something, then. Won't he tell
what he knows?"
"No; he claims to be innocent, that's all."
"He don't look it, though you can't always tell
what a man is by his looks," the young deadshot
answ!'lred, after takinl?" an observation of · the
prisoner. "But I'll talk to him a little. Maybe
I can get him to tell what he knows."
The score of men who had brought the prisoner in looked on without s'ayinl?' a word as the
young deadshot and his partners walked up to
the prisoner.
"My friend," said Wild, nodding to the helpless man coolly, "if you know anything about
the outrage that was committed last night. you
had better make a clean breast of it. It wfll be
all the better for you, I'm sure. The supe1·intendent of the mine says you had a grduge
ae:ainst him. Now then, just tell us where the
little e:irl is."
"What do I know about it. young feller?" was
the quick retort, while the flash in the prisoner's
eyes told plainly that he was possessed of conaiderable nerve.
"Probably you don't know a thing about •it.
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But how was it that they made you a prisoner?
Just tell me that."
"They found me about ten mile5 from here in
a private ravine, and they begun shooting at me
so that I had to hold up my hands and let 'em
take me. I don't know what's the matter with
'em, anyhow. I ain't heard nothing about Mullen's kid being stole. I'm in;iocent, I am."
Wild was studying him closely as he spoke,
and he made up his miijd right away that the
man was lying about it.
"You know nothing about it, then?" he said,
after a pause.
"That's what I said. How would I know anything about it? I wasn't here last night."
"Where were you, then?"
"I went out yisterday afternoon to do a little
prospe_cting on my own hook. and I slept in a
little cave last nie:lit."
·
· "Did you have anv luck at prospecting-?"
"No. But that ain't nothing new. A feller
don't strike it rich every day, I reckon."
"What's your name?"
"Sandy Bill is what they call me. I reckon
that's good enoug-h."
"All right, I won't say anything- further .iust
now. But pretty soon it will be learned that you
have been lying, and that you know all about
what happened last night. Then the chances
are it will g-o mighty hard with you."
The boy turned coolly away, and as he did SJ
the prisoner called out quickly:
"You're Young Wild West, ain't yer?"
"Yes," Wild answered, turning quickly and
looking- at him sharply.
"That's all right. I've heard tell of you. You
have come here to make trouble for somebody,
but don't think it's going- to be me."
"I hardly think I can make any more trouble
f.or you than what you have on your hands just
now."
This shot told, and Sandy Bill, as he called
himself, shrugged his shoulders and looked just
a bit- uneasy.
"We've made up our minds to hang him, anyhow, though we didn't tell him so,!' one of the
men who had come in with the prisoner remar d, as he nodded to the boy. "Some of us
happens to know that he ain't no good. He was
one of a irang what tried to put Mr. Mullen out
of the way. Hanging is jest the thing- for him."
This caused the prisoner to turn pale, and he
.showed signs of fear right away.
"Mr. Mullen," · he called out; looking at the
superintendent, "you ain't going to let 'em hang
me, are yer?" ·
"I'll have nothing- to say," was the reply.
Then it was that Sandy Bill broke down completely. He had been bold and defiant ever since
his capture, but how it was different.
"Don't let 'em hang me," he pleaded. "I'm innocent, I tell yer. If I knowed anything about
the little gal I'd tell yer. But I don't. I was all
alone ever since I left h~re yisterday afternoon
and I didn't know a word about what had happened till you caught me and told me about it.•
"Mr. Mullen," our hero said, noddinl?' to the
superintendent and winking at the same time.
'•give him until sunset to make Ull his mi.id te
confess. If he doesn't do so then let the mea
hang him."
0
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"If you advise it, I will," was the reply.
of the men who had worked at the mine were
"Strini<" him up now," yelled, one of the men, found to be missing that mornine:. One of them
who had little or no reJ<"ard for anythinJ<" like was the prisoner, and this made it look as if he
law or order. "I'm begfoninJ<" to believe that he had been a pafty to the outrae:e that had been
knows all about it now. A little while aJ<"o I committed during the night. There was no doubt
thought he was tellinJ<" the truth."
in the minds of our friends that Sandy Bill knew
This w.as a signal for the ma ioritv to become all about it, and had taken part in the abduction
very excited. One man_found a rope, and mak- of the little girl. But they did not say anvthing
ing a noose, ran forward and threw it over the about it just then. Enough had been said alhelpless prisoner's head. Two others cut him ready by Wild.
loose from the horse, and the next instant he was
"See here, Mr. Mullen," the younir deadshot
upon the ground.
said as he called the superintendent aside, "we
"Hold 0:1 a minute!"
don't want a lynching to take place here, and if
The command came from Young Wild West, it happens that the prisoner won't make a conas he leaped forward, revolver in hand.
fession by sunset, he must be J<"ot away some"What's the matter, kid?" one of them asked, where so the men won't hanJ<" him. Probably
growlingly.
you can fix it so that a couple of men vou can
"You heard your boss say that he should be trust may e:et him out of the shanty a:-id take
given until sunset," was the cool retort. "There's . him to a hiding-place up at the mine, for ingoinJ<" to be no hanging right now, that's cer- stance."
tain."
"That might be done," was the reply, with a
"Who's going to stop it?"
shake of the head. "I'm sure I could find at
"I will."
least two of the men who will do exactly as I
"Kid, you have got a mighty bil!" contract on want them to."
ha:-id, I reckon."
"All right. Tell them about it and have things
Hoarse cries went up from several of them, arranJ<"ed, for I doubt if the fellow will make a
and the first thing Wild knew he was surrounded confession. I am goinJ<" back to our camp and
by an angry mob. But he was as cool as an ice- eat supper, and I'll come around before the su:1 berJ<", and Charlie and Jim standing a short dis- sets."
tance away looked on, ready to assist should the
A big business was being done at Pete
men attack their partner. No doubt it was the
wonderful coolness of the yo11,'ll<" deadshot that Spencer's bar just now, but Wild,. and his part, ners did not P"0 inside. They excused themselves
had much to do with it.
went back to the camp and found the supper
But probably his crisp manner and the fact and
ready and waiting for them. As they ate they
that he drew a gun was the real cause of them told
the girls all they had learned, . a:-id what
falling back a little.
·
possibly happen if somethinJ<" was not
"Gentlemen," he said, speakinl!" in a loud and might
clear voice, "Mr. Mullen has said that the pris- done to prevent it.
~fter the meal was ove; they were not lonl!" in
oner shall be .1riven until sunset to make a confessio:1. I have said that he shall not be hanged. go_mg _back to the heart of the mining camp. By
Now then, you go ahead and do as you think this time m_any of the men were under the influence of liquor. Another partv had come in
best."
"Say, kid," one of the miners called out, as too, and there was quite a biJ<" crowd of them:
he looked in admiration at the boy, "you're Much talk of the lynching that seemed sure to
about the coolest piece of stuff I've .seen in a happen was f!"Oinl!" on, and Wild thought it a good
blamed long time. I reckon you're worth listen- plan to get the prisoner from the shanty without
delay. He found Mullen, who promptly informing to."
ed
him that he had arranl!"ed with two men to
"Thank you," and the boy smiled at--he do the
job.
speaker. "You are quite a sensible man, I take it."
"The
only th:bg that stands in the way " he
"Maybe I am. I want to be if I a:b't. Boys,"
and the miner turned to the rest, "let the kid said, "is that it will · be hard to fool th·e• two
have his way about it. He's Young Wild West, men who are on guard."
"I'll attend to that part of it," Wild assured
they say, and though I don't know much about
him, I've seen jest about enough to feel that he's him, and then he went in search of Hop Wah.
He found the Chinaman inside playing poker
one what kin run this thing b the right kind
with four men, and he promptly broke up the
of shape."
That had to settle it. There was some little game by calling to him to come out. Hop was
argument put up by the rest, but finally they a little reluctant to leave what he knew was a
gave in, and the result was that the prisoner was ~ood thing, but when the 'boy explained that he
conveyed to a nearby shanty. He was placed in- wanted him to hold the attention of the two
side, the door fastened, and two men left to men l!"Uardinl!" the shanty while the prisoner was
guard him, and then You:-ig Wild West and his taken from it unknown to them, he readily
friends proceeded to get acquainted with the big- agreed. The Chinaman's fame was, of course,
gest part of the population of Potter's Flat. It spread among the population, and a couple of
did not take them very long to make a very minutes later when he went out and walked over
favorable impression, and in less than half an toward the two who were doing guard duty, he
hour they were on very good terms with nearly was followed by quite a -little crowd. Hop knew
every one there. Wild questioned the mine exactly what to do, and he at once beg-an to
superinte:-ident, but could learn nothing further show some of his sleil!"ht-of-hand tricks.
Meanwhile, the young- deadshot had instructed
than that which had been told by the women who
visited the camp that afternoon, save that five Mullen to send the two men who were to take
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the man from the shantv around to the rear.
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cave being below here. But it was a rich find.
and though the irold lies mostly in solid rock. it
the best, and Mullen declared that an opening- pans out beautifully, and there are no signs of
could easily be made, and quickly at that. In it exhausting for a lo;-ig time to come.' '
s than ten minutes it was done, and the
"Well, that being the case, you can keep the
prisoner w.as on his way to the mine in the work going along a long time. It will give emchar11:e of the two who· had i=;ucceeded in getting ployment to all the men who care to work here,
him from the shanty lock-up.
I suppose."
Hop did not know just when the thing was ac"That's right. There's only one danger that
complished. and it was not until Wild came up threatens. It has worried me lots of times when
d whispered that it was all right that he con- I have thought of it."
cluded his sleight-of-hand performance. He went
"Danger. eh? What do you mean?" and the
back into the bar-room, and all but the gµards YOPng- deadshot looked at him in surprise.
followed him.
"Come through here a;-id I'll show you."
"Now then, Mr. Mullen," the voung dea,ishot
Lantern in hand, the superintendent led the
said, as he got a chance to talk with the super- wav the whole length of the bil?" cave.
intendent, "I'll take a w.alk up to the mine with
At the rear was a wide openinl?", and when
you and we'll see if we don't have better luck Wild got to it he knew the stars could be seen
in questioning the prisoner this time. Come on." from the outside. He walked on through, and,
Mullen nodded and showed how glad he was sure enough, found this to be true. A big, wellto do so, and the two soon left the place and like opening showed all around him.
"Another wav of g-etting to your mine, eh, Mr.
headed for the mine on the side of the hill.
Mullen?" the boy said, after he had taken a
survey.
"Yes, that's right. But it happens that it is
not a convenient way. Nothing but cragg-y rocks
CHAPTER IV.-Wild Makes a Promise.
are above us on three sides. On . the other sid
mountain stream runs downward. ~e have to
Potter's mine had been paying handsomely akeep
this stream, too, so it do;-i't enever since it was opened. When the shaft was coach watching
this way. If it should happen to turn
sunk a big cave waF- struck, and in the cave and fall
this openinl?' the mine would be
were the deposits, showing here and there in flooded ininto
time, ·and then I suppose there
thick layers. This made it .all the easier, for the mi!!ht be a no
thousands of tons of dirt that they might have enterprise." general cave-in and ruin the whole
been compelled to hoist to the surface were
"If that is the case I don't see why you have;-i't
saved, as no such labor was required, the cave
being virtually a mine itself. Young Wild West tried to change the water-course by using dynawas not long in 1·eaching the mine with the sup- mite or some other explosive.''
"We are goinl?" to do that, Young Wild West.
erintendent. The two men who had liberated
the prisoner _i.nd brought him · there were on I had partly laid plans to begin right away, but
guard, .and whl!!'h they reco~ized the two as they what happened Jast ni_ght has completely upset
me. I'll show vou the prisoner, and then I want
approached, they showed great pleasure.
"Have they found out that Sandy Bill has got you to go to the house with me right away, for
I think you may be able to cheer up my wife if
out of the hanty ?" one of them asked.
you tell her that you feel certain of rescuinl? our
"Not yet," Mullen replied.
"The.re will be a big time when they do, you little J?irl."
Then Mullen talked rapidly about what hapkin bet," the other exclaimed. "But I'm glad
pened the night before, and never once menhelped git him here."
tioned anything about the mine again. They
"Where have you got him?" Wild asked.
"He's down in the mine. There's putty good went back into the bil?' cave, and the prisoner
accommodations down there, even for them what was soon found sittinl? in an alcove, a lighted
lantern near him, and takinl?' it as comfortably
ain't prisopers."
"We'll go down and have a look around," the as a prisoner with his arms tied behind him can.
superintenient said, as he turned to a little Wild looked at him sharply, and he saw rhrht
away that the expression of the man's face inshanty to procure a lantern.
He was not long in gettinl?' what he wanted, dicated that he was ready to make a clean breast
and then with Wild he stepped into a bucket of the whole thing.
"Well, Sandy Bill," the boy said, in his cool
and the two men soon let them down to the
bottom of the shaft, a distance of about forty and easv way, as he got down upon one knee
feet. The young deadshot saw right away that befo:r:e him, "vou ought to be very thankful that
it was a natural cave they had descended to, and we had you taken from the shanty. If we had
left you there until it got dark the men would
he gave a nod and said:
"Don't have to do much dig1?ing out here to certainly have lynched you. Now then, are vou
l?Oinl? to tell where Mr. Mullen's little g-irl is?"
ret at the ore, Mr. Mullen, do you?"
"No," was the reply. "It was all a streak of
"Yes, I'm goinl? to tell it all. I've been lyinR"
luck, too. There was a small pocket leading riJ?ht from the start."
Mullen gave vent to a startled exclamation of
downward right where the shaft now is. Mr.
Potter was here himself at the time, and he gave delight, but Youn!?' Wild West showed no sirns
orders to sink the shaft. The result was that of surprise.
one day the bottom fell out. I believe one man
"You're showinl? yourself to be rather wise,
was killed and another injured at the time. but after all, Sandy Bill," was all the boy said. "Now
11 couldn't be helped, since no one knew of the then, tell us whei:e the little a:irl is."

It was rothing but a tumble-down structure at
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"Mr. Mullen," and Sandy Bill turned his !!'aze men is with the little · ·al " bf' said . '"fr. Mullen,"
upon the superintendent. Kho stood there eae-er ?nd he turned to the sunerintendent. "vou know
and expectant, "vou know where it was that .iest where it was that I wa-:. cau!!ht."
thev ketched me."
"I l·n0w the exact iSOOt. n;n " was th ren)y,
"Yes, I know the exact spot, Dill," was the
".<~11 riP-ht. Jest follPr alone- at the foot
Quick reply.
the c!Hi for about two hundrerl feet and vou'll
"Well, I was out there on t.he watch, 'cause we sP.e a big- rock th~t'!I hi.e:her thaTJ a man's head.
kn0wed· you all would be hnntinJ< for us. I This rrck is right in front of a w'de rri,ck in the
walked a little too far away from the cave. and ' cliff. Rv !!oing befond the rock vou'll find room
vou caught me afore I had .1. chance to !!'it 'back. to !tit in through the crack. eve'1 tho11!!''1 vou're
TJ,ere's a cave there, ar!d the kid is in it. But on horseback. We all went in that wav. and i-tshe ain't been hurt none. :Mr. Mullen," he added. was mighty easy. It w:is Tom Wall what knowed
? i:;urinf!]y.
"Nor>e of 'em would hurt a little !!'al about the place. He's been hanging around there
like vours. It was onlv clone for reven!!'e, vou ever since he left 1he flat. Tom's a mightv bad
know. Tom Wall is .at the bottom of it. too, man. and he went back at the game he U!'ed to
a~ vou ou!!'hter know. He hates ver, and he's foller afore he was made engineer at the mine.
swore that he ain't iroi;-i<r to sl:on until he gits He stopped a wagon-load of provisions what was
revey,g-e for his being- discharged."
on the way to the· Flat, and after robbin!! the
T},ere was .a short pause, · and then the man two men what Was in char_ge, he made 'em leave
cor-tinued:
.
the whole lot and then go on about their busi"I've thought it all over since I was Put in ness. You remember somethin_g about that. of
the Fhantv a pris0ner. and when I come to un- course. Bv some hard luck, the two men, horses,
derstand that mv life was saved for the time bv wagon and all, slipped from a ledge and went
me beinf! taken ·up here, I made µp my mind to down two or three hundred feet, maki.Jig it the
tell ? 11 about it."
last of 'em. Everybodv at the Flat thought,
"Bill. you have helped yourself a whole lot, of course. that the load of _grub went with 'em.
J think," the superintendent declared, now fairly But it didn't. Tom Wall has got a lot of that.
;hakin!!' from the joy he felt at learnin!!' where yet -in the cave I was tellin_g you about. Tom is
his child was. "As soon as mv little e-irl is re- an awful shrewd man, and he's made up his mind
stored to her mother I'll make. arran!!'ements to to be a road agent for a while. But he sartinly
!!'ive vou your freedom. I t 11ink I'll be able is P-oing- to git revenge on you, if he kin, Mr.
to satisfy everyone in Potter's Flat that vou Mullen. Eve!! if he makes up his mind to let
should be allowed to go."
ver have the kid by paying a few thousand dol"I don't know about that, Mr. Mullen." and the lan,, he's going to git the revenge jest the same."
prisoner shook his head. "They're awful bitter
"The reven_ge he'll get won't amount to a
ag'in me, and jest 'cause I helped steal the kid great deal, I'm thinking," Young Wild West reand then lied so when I was caught will make marked, coolly. "Sandy Bill. I'm going to let
.you take me to that cave."
'em feel like ]ynchin!!' me."
"Me!" and the prisoner started and turned
"Never mind about that, Sandy Bill," Young
Wild West spoke up in his cool and easy way. pale.
"Yes, you. I. don't mean that vou shall go
"I reckon I can see to that part of it. You
probably noticed that I had a pretty irocid in- right into the cave so the four you were with
fluenco over the crowd when you were first ' will see you. I want vou to !!O along to show
me the way, for I mean to set out in less than
brought in a prisoner."
"I sartinly did notice it. You're a wonderful half an hour. I have made up my mind to rekid. you are. I only wish I was something like store the little girl to her mother before dayyer, instead of being a low-down scou..,drel. The light tomoJ"row morning."
Mullen gave vent to a cry of delii;rht, and seizmore I think of it the more sorry I am that I
·had anything- to do with this business. But ing the boy by the arm. exclaimed:
"Come with me at once. Young Wild West.
what makes me feel worse is that I lied so."
"Well, that's all right, Bill. You thought you I want my wife to hear vou say what vou did
were lyinJ< to save your life, and I suppose there just now. I am sure it will put new life in her."
"Come on, Sandy Bill," the younl!' deadshot
is an excuse for that."
said, nodding to the prisoner. "You are going
The man looked relieved.
"Mr. . Mullen," our hero said, after a short with me. I have sized you up pretty well. and
silence, "I reckon it will be all right to untie this my opinion is that you mean to be a better man.
fellow's hands. But he had better be kept here I am going to give you the chance. If vuu prove
a while, I .think. I don't mean that he might go to be treacherous you know what you'll get."
back and join his villainous companions. but if
"I'm your servant from this time out, Y'OunJ?
he should happen to go out and be seen by some Wild West," was the retort. "I'll do anything
you say, 'cause I sorter feel that vou're the only
of the members it might go hard with him."
"I don't want to go out of here until the kid one who kin save me from being lynched. I'll.
is brought back," declared Sandy Bill, earnestly. sro with yer, and I'll show you right where the
"All right, then," and without waiting for the cave is. But don't" make me put up a fight·-'
sanction of the superintendent. the young dead- ag'in the ones I called my i:iards and had swore
shot drew his hunting" knife and severed the to stick to."
"I won't do that, Bill. Come on."
rope that bound the prisoner's arms.
Mullen was so eager to leave the mine and
Sandy Bill arose to his feet, stretched himself
get to the side of his wife that he started
and showed how grateful he was.
"Now, then, I'll tell you just how to git into ahead of the two, and they had to hurry along
the ,eave where Tom Wall and the other three i.."l order to keep within the light that was thrown
0

0
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"All right," was the reply. "I'm going to do
out by the lantern. When the two men at the
too of the shaft hauled up the bucket and found jest as you say, Youn_g- Wild West. The more I
it had three occupants they were not a little think about it the more I'm determined to stick
surprised. Mullen tried to explain to them, but to you, even if I die for it."
"Well, you are not g-oing to die l;y doing- it,
he was so nervous that Wild stopned him, and
I'm sure. There's a whole lot of good in you yet,
-,ijj,d the talking- fo1· him.
"You fellows are all rig-ht, and I know it.'' the and I think it's coming to the front rig-ht now."
"I mean to keep it to the front, then."
young- deadshot added, as he nodded to the two.
"All right, see that you do."
All I'll tell you now is that Sandv Bill has conThen the boy started off through the darkness
fessed, and is willing- to take me to the cave
where the little g-irl is hidden. Now don't sav and soon reached the saloon. Everything- was a s
:f· word to anyone at all, but simply wait until
Quiet there as could be expected, whicli. told
-4'.)lainly that the escape of the prisoner from the
we g-et back."
The two miners were astonished at hearin~ shanty had not been discovered. But this made
this. But they both promised to do exactly as it all the better, for if it were found that Sand v
the boy said. Five minutes later Wild was at Bill had been spirited away much excitement
the house of the superintendent. He waited in would be the result, and there is no telling- just
an adjoining- room while Mullen went inside and what might have happened. Finr'ing Charlie and
told his wife the g-loriom; news he had for her. Jim the young deadshot called them a side a:-id
There was much- excitement, of course, and it soon told them what was to be done. Both were /
was several minutes before the young- deadshot ag"teeably surprised, and quite wiiling to go, as
was ushered into the apartment, where Mrs. might be expected. They had quite a long ride
Mullen sat in the care of the wives of a couple ahead of them, but they fig-ured that they could
of miners. The woman was so excited that she easily cover the distance and return before daycould not talk with anything- like reg-ularity. But light. The fact that there were but four men t o
in his cool and easy wav Young- Wild West ad- oppose them would make it easy, if thev could
vised her to take it easy. There was something- only manag-e to take them bv surprise. However.
out the bov that always had weig-ht when he ', it was quite likely that the villains would be oa
g-ave advice, and it was certainly so in this case, their guard, since they must certainlv 1m ow th a t
bv the
for the superintendent's wife leaned back in her Sandy Bill had een taken a pri~:
chair, and after looking- surpr-ised for a moment, searching- party. But they did no r. cjn_i ecture
nodded her head and became very quiet. Then he upon what mig-ht happen in this direction at all.
told her plainly and in a few words that he felt Wild had no trouble in securing a horse fo r
certain that we would be able to restore her Sandy Bill, and then after bidding the g-irls to
take it easy at the camp until they returned. t he
child to her before sunrise.
"Just keep it in your mind that I am g-oing- young deadshot set out with his two partners
to do this," he added, "and don't let yourself get and the late prisoner. Sandy Bill seemed ea2:er
sick from worrying-. I am not boasting- when I to take them to the spot.
"It'll take us a good three hours, I suppose,"
say it, but whenever I have undertaken to do a
thing- of this kind I have always succeeded. That he said, "and this horse I've irot don't seem to
makes me feel confident that I'll do it now. I'll be very fresh."
do it, too," he added, his eyes flashing-. "I
"He could hardly be exnected to be ver\' fr e~·,.
promise you that. It will be easy, anyhow, for Bill," Wild answered, with a shake of his he'l I.
we know just where to go to find the little girl." "Everv horse in the Flat has been in use all day.
Then the woman be_g-an lau_g-hing- and crying- bv so I understand."
turns, and it took some little time to restore her
"Yes, I suppose so. It k icked up a big- fn,;~,
to· anything- like her normal condition. But Wild and I did think that it was a mig-htv clever t !1i• ·
on left the house and "joined Sandy Bill and we had done. But it's different now. I'm a wful
the two miners who were waiting- outside. He sorry I was in the game."
advised Mullen to stay with his wife for a while.
"Don't say anything more about it. t hen. "
and not to be the least bit worried. Of course
"I won't. if you don't want me to."
the man could not help being- worried at what
"All rig-ht. Now, then, come on."
had happened, but he was so cheered up bv th e
While the four were on their wav to 1e ,c ~
prospect of soon having- his child back that he the kidnaped child , it will be in order to t 11r • , 1 •
went about the room where his wife was sitting· attention to the ·cave in which she was c rnfi ,,,,1
in an ecstasv of delight.
When Sandy Bill made the statement that Tom
Wall was a very bad man he had told nothingbut the truth. He was the sort of man who ca 1
never for17ive a wrong, fancied or r eal. and ,-o
CHAPTER V.-The Ing-enuitv of a Villain.
bitter had he become against Dave Mullen. the
Youni? Wild West was not long- in leading- mi.1e superintendent, that he was read,· t o !!' l
Sandy Bill bv a roundabout way to the camp the limit to obtain the satisfaction he felt wa,
where the girls and Wing- were waiting. It was due him. After having been discharg-ed he ha d
,-dark when they got there, so there was no dan- remained in hiding, as Sandy Bill had saitl . He
. ter of the late prisoner bein_g- seen. After he had been very successful in getting what he
had explained to the girls what they were going- needed to eat and drink, and having found what .
he deemed was a snug hiding- place, and after
to do, Wild nodded to the man and said:
"You stay rig-ht here until I go and get my succeeding- in enlisting four of his former aspartners and find a horse for you. Then we'll sociates at the mine, his ambition was to belose no time in setting- out for the cave you were come a terror to all honest and law-abidinepeople. Of course he did not cease thirst.inJ?
telling us ' out."
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for revenste, and he had planned the abduction of
the little stirl • which had been accomplish ed so
easily. The child's name was cAnnie. She was
a pretty little thin_g-, and like her mother, rather
timid. At flrst i:;he had cried a neat deal. but
the rough men really were as kind as- they could
be to her, and by the time they reached the cave
the _g-irl was somewhat pacified, and soon fell
asleep. She slept all night and a part of the
next morning, and when she awoke she became
terror-stric ken again, and the villains had all
they could do to calm her. But they had fairly
decent food, and after she h_ad eaten some and
had been promised that she would be taken to
her mother very soon, the child settled down to
somethin_g- like contentmen t. Knowin_g- that a
vi_g-ilant search would be made for the child, Tom
Wall had stationed Sandy Bill, whom he thought
he could trust better than any of the rest, outside to keep on the watch and notify them of
the approach of an:v one.
It happened that Sandy Bill had gone iust far
enough away so tl;iat jt was impossible for him
to get back to the cave after he was once seen.
Those in the cave heard the shooting, and they
waited anxiously for Bill to return. But the
:,ounds died out, and a silence came. and there
were no si1ms of· the man cominl! back. After
waitin_g- fullv half an hour Tom Wall went out
to investi_g-ate. All he . could · ijnd was the hat
that Sanrlv Bill had worn, and then it was but
natural that he should come to the conclusion
that the fellow had been captured and taken
off bv the men who had discovered him.
"Well," the leader of the _g-anl! mused, in a
i-ort of satisfaction . "that shows putty well that
Bill has been caught. He didn't ·tell 'em where
the rest of us was, and where the little l!"al could
be found. If he onlv ticks to that it will be all
right. But I don't believe he wil.l stick. They'll
i:;artinlv hanl!" him if he don't tell all he knows,
:ci:1rl
Bill will tel! afore he'll have his neck
stretched. There'll' be trouble cominl" afore lonP'.
so if I'm going to !!it reven!!e on Mullen. I'll fix
up another i:;cheme afore they !!it after us so
hot that there won't be no chance."
He went back to the cave and reported, showin_g- Sandy Bill's hat .. This made the three men
with him very uncomforta ble, and thev talked
in whisperi, for some little time. while Tom Wall
l)acecl up and down, thinking- of what he should
do. Suddenly an idea popped into his head, and
pausing abruptlv in his waik, he called out:
"Boys, I've found out how to git SQuare with
Mullen and stop work at the mine. That mine
fa doomed. You hear it from me, and I mean
what I say."
"How is that, Tom?" one of them asked, in
astonishme nt.
"You'll understanq it Quick enough when I tell
vou. You know the stream of water that runs
clown right close to the bi_g- hill, don't yer1"
"Yes," c&me the rep]~•.
"Well, I heard Mullen say two or three times
that he was afraid that when a big fre. het come
the water would git turned and run down into
the hole. If it done that it wouldn't be HO time
afore the mine w:is flooded. That would put an
end to it. 'cause it would ruin everything- there
was there. and would fill up the whole mine, so
that ;t would take a mighty lon_g- time to pump
0

it out. That mine is doomed, I f.ay, 'cau1;:e I'm
iroinJ? to turn the water into it."
"That would be gitting square for fair," one
of them exclaimed , looking at the leader admiringly.
The other two {luickl y assented, and Tom Wall_
felt satisfied that he really was 'l. man of ideas.
The kidnaped child was sitting- on a torn blanket
watchinJ? the men as they talked. She was old
enough to understand part of what they said, but
probably did not realize it fully. As .Wall turned
and walked toward her she arose and said:
"When are you going to take me to my
mamma ?" ·
"Putty soon, kid," was the reply. "Don't J?it
in a hurry. I told yer that this -had to be, 'cause
if we didn't take you awa:v like we did you might
have been killed. Your mamma is all right, and
she knows where yer are, so don't you worrv one
bit."
This had the effect of pleasine: the child. but
she seemed to be doubtful about somethine:, and
presently said:
"You won't hurt papa, will you?"
"Never mind about that, kid. I told ver not
to worry. Now you be good, and it won't be
Ion!.>' afore you'll be back with your mamma.''
. "You want to put water in the mine so the- .
'men can't work.'' ·
Wall started and looked at the little rirl
keenly.
"So you have been listening to what we said,
eh ? " he asked.
"Y oii mustn't put water in the mine, for the
men must work. I heard papa say that they had
to work so they could buy what they wanted to
eat.''
"You have heard your papa say a whole lot, I
reckon. But keep still, kid. You ain't e:oine: to
be hurt, as I told yer afore.''
The child looked doubtingly at him, and then
went and sat down upon the blanket again. Wall
was forewarned now, so he walked over toward
the entrance of the cave, and nodded for the
men to follow him. Then in a low tone of voice,
he said:
"There ain't no use in lettin_g- that little kid
know what we're up to· anv more than she does ..,
now. What I wanted to tell yer is that we'll
ride over to the Flat· toni_g-ht and fix thine:s so
that the stream will be turned into the hole and
flood the mine. We needn't make it happen while
we're there, but kin fix it so it wHI work its
way itself. That will make it look more like an
accident. As far as the li' tle gal is concerned, I
almost wish we hadn't brought her here. I
couldn't hurt a hair in the head of a kid like
that, even if her father is about the worst enemy
I've irot. But she's here now, and the only thingfor us to d;i i~ to work a plan to _g-it some money
out of her. When we go over tonight, which I
mean to do, I'll see to it that a notice is left so
Dave Mullen will cit it. The notice will read
that if he pays two thousand dollars the little -t,
gal will be left at a certain place so he kin find ·· '
her. But he's got to leave the two thousand dollars where I tell him to afore he giis the e:al.
That will make us sure.''
"Two thousand dollars is a nice little pile,
Tom," one of the trio remarked, nodding his head
with atisfaction.
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· "Yes, it will be fi ve hundred apiece," another
declared.
"Don't figure too muc h on that, Jerry," Wall
said, with a laugh. " You oughter reckon that
'm furnishing the brains of this here thing, and
that I oughter be allowed a little more. J think
if we git· two thousand dollars out of this thing,
I oughter have half of it. The rest kin be divided among the three of us, and if Sandy Bill
happens to come back he oughter have his share,
.. oo. 0
"I suppose that's right," the man admitted,
w&h a shrug of the shoulders.
~he others thought it was right, and they did
not hesitate to .say so.
"Well, it's understood, then, that we're going
to start from here as soon as it git.s dark', and
f!:O over and fix up what I've been talking about.
I'll leave the note so Mullen will be sure to git
it, and we'll arrange thinirs so it won't- be many
hours afore .the mine will be flooded in a jiffy.
That's the idea, boys. We're sartinly goinf!: to
settle this thing in the right way. I'll show
Dave Mullen that if he kin discharge me and
malce a fool of me I k!n git s quare. The mine is
doomed."
"Some one has got t o stay here with the kid,
though, Tom."
"Yes, one of yer will have to do that. But
three of us will be enough to go. It may be that
they've got Bill somewhere and he's alive yet.
It ain't likely that they would let him live very
long, if they knowed that· he had anything to
do with kidnaping the little gal. But we'll find
out, and nossibly we'll fetch him back with us
if he's alive. I reckon Jerry would be the
best one to stay here. He's putty friendly with
the kid/'
"I'll stay if you say so, but I'm willing to go,"
Jerry answered, quickly.
"All right. If no one don't object you'll stay,
then."
No one did object, so the day passed, and when
darkness was gathering in the ravine three of
the villains led their horses out, and mounting
them, set out for the mining camp. Tom Wall
had been hanginf!: around that part of the country quite a few days, and he had discovered a
sliort cut to Potter's Flat. After riding along the
regular trail for about half an hour he turned
slightly to the left, and after ascending a rather
long hill, laid a st r aight course for their destination. It was a long ride, but long before midnight 'the three villains came to a halt a hundred
yards distant from the shaft of the mine. Leaving their horses standing, they made their way
to ward a shanty where they all knew dynamite
and nitro-o-lycerine were stored. Wall had not
t old t hem how he meant to force the water down
into the hole so it would flood the mine, but on
the wa y over he had devised an ingenious wan.
He knew that by causing an explosion at a cer•
tain point the rock and earth would be tom
away, and the stream would turn instantly right
there where he wanted it to. But it was not
his purpose to have this occur while they were
there. That meant that some plan had to be
devised to make it happen later on. Will felt that
he was equal to the occasion. The door of the
little shanty was open, and knowing just where
to look for what he wanted, he was not long

in selecting a can of nitro-"'lycerine that would
be- fullv capable of breaking up tons of rock.
His companions were very careful as he did this,
and both sif!:hed with relief when he came out
and closed the door.
"Hold this, Jack," he said to one of them. "I
want to put a notice on this door right now. I've
got a piece of chalk, and I reckon that will be
the best way to let Mullen know he kin git his
kid by ·paying two thousand dollars."
Then in fairly good handwriting he inscribed
upon the door as follows:
·
"If Dave Mullen wants his iittle girl back he
must l)Ut $2,000 in clean cash under a flat stone
he will find at the foot of a bil!: pine tree
along the trail about ten miles from the Flat.
'I'he kid will be there o.ne hour after the money
is found, unless there is treachery played. Then
somebody will get shot, and maybe the kid will
die."
He did not sign any name to this. and when he
had done he tried to read it in the darkness.
This he could not do verv handily, but he knew
that the writinl!: was legible, and this satisfied
him.
"Now, then, boys," he said, taking the can
of 'explosive from the man who had held it for
him, "let's git around back there an' fix up this
scheme of mine. I'm . goihg to show vou fellers
something that you never thought of. It ain't
likely there'll be an explosion here afore tomorrow morning some time. I reckon you know
what an hour glass is, don't yer?"
"I've seen one," Jack answered.
"All right, then. I'm S?"oing to fix up something on that line. Come right on. It ain't
going to take over half an hour to do the whole
thing."
The three made their way carefully alonl!:,
and it was not lonl!: before they were at the
side of the turbulent mountain stream that
flowed on its way to the Flat. They kept on
until they reached a point where there was only
a space of probably ten feet between the stream
and the edge of the wide hole into which the
the mine opened. With his hunting knife Wall
scraped away the dirt from the solid rock half
way between the stream and the edge of the
hole. Then he set the can of nitro-J!:lycerine
upon it.
·
"Who's going to make the rock fall on it,
Tom?" Jack a sked, nervously.
"I am."
. "I thoul!:ht you said the explosion won't be
till some time tomorrow? "
"It won't, unless I make a mistake in my
calculations."
"OH, I see."
But he did" not understand, just the same, and
not until Wall had bent a sapling close to the
l!:round a nd placed a heavy stone uoon the end
of it did either of them begin to catch an inklinl!:
· of what he intended to do.
"There • yer are," the villain said, as he held
·fast to the saplinJ!:'. "If I was to let go of this
it would make the stone flop over and fall plumb •
on that can. wouldn't it?"
"It sartinlv would," came the reply, while both
stepped back as if they were afraid it mil!:'ht happen rig-ht then.
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"All right. Now I'll show yer how I'll rig it
so ;t won't happen right away. You see this
empty bag?"
"Yes, I seen you pick that up over bv the
shanty, and I wondered what you was going to
do with it," was the reply.
"Well, you jest fill it full of sand, and I'll
blamed soon show yer."
There was plenty of sand close to the bank of
the stream, and it did not take a great while
to do as he directed. When they dragged the
bag to him Wall bade them tie it fast to the
sapling pretty well toward the butt. This was
done, and then he held the stone so it could not
fall upon the can of explosive and gentlv released the stout sapling. He found that the bag
of sand would hold it, though the stone seemed
to be on the verge of toppling over.
"Move the bag up a couple of i'nches, boys, and
then it will be all right," he said.
This was done, and then it seemed to be perfectly safe to leave it that way, as far as they
were concerned themselves.
"Ain't that what vou call a putty scheme,
boys?" the villain said. as he looked at his work.
"Now, then, you jest stay right here by the stone
so if anything happens we won't all be blowed to
pieces. Then I'.)l cut a slit in the bag and the
sand will start to come out. It will take a g-ood
while for enough to fall out to make the sapling
spring up. Don't be afraid now, 'cause we ain't
going to git killed in this kind of fashion, anyhow."
They said nothing, but waited anxiously until
he had cut the slit in the bag.
The sand began to trickle out gently, and the
slit being wide enough, it would only be a matter
of time before enough of it would 'fall to the
,rround to cause the desired result. Wa1J. went
back and found that everything was right at
the end of the sapling.
"Now, then, go on," he said, "if you're afraid
to stay here till I make sure that it can't fall."
The two men were glad enough to move away,
and the leader laughed harshly as he saw them
going. He became satisfied that there could be
no doubt but that the plan would work, and then
he left the spot, hurrying a little, for no doubt
he thought that something might happen at any
moment. But they got back to their horses and
rode away without hearing- the sound of an explosion, and two hours later they reached the
cave. As they went inside they called to Jerry,
who had been left there with the kidnaped child.
But there was no answer, and after trying it a
second time with the same result, Tom Wall led
the way hurriedly inside. It was dark there. a,nd
striking a match he looked around until he found
that neither Jerry nor the child was- there.

CHAPTER VI.-The Child Is Restored To
Her Mother.
(
Young Wild West and his two partners and
Sandy Bill followed the trail, seeinl?' to it that
tlle :Sorses were not forced too much, since they
were anvthing but fresh.
"We didn't go this wav last night when we
took the little gal," Sandy Bill said, as they

swept around to the left over a comparatively
smooth piece of ground. "There was a shorter
cut right fr-om the mine up there, but I didn't
think we could gain anything by going up there
now, so that's why I come this way."
_
"All right, Bill, so long as we get there it will
be all right," the young deadshot answered. "We
must man~ge to surprise those fellows and take
them all alive."
"So they kin be hanged," the man retorted,
in a voice that showed something of fear.
)
"No, I don't want anything like that to happen, either. If we get them alive I'll see to it
that they are in due time turned over to•the
sheriff or some other official. But the thing to
do is to get them first."
Bits of conversation were carried on every
now and then, and in this way the distance was
at length covered. When Sandy Bill told them
that they weye gettinl? pretty close to the spot
where he had been captured by the posse Wild
brought the sorrel stallion down to a walk. The
rest followed his example, as might be supposed, and then they kept on until Bill advised
that they had better not 11:0 any further on horseback. The young deadshot gave a nod of approval, and disr:•ounting, led his horse in amonl!~
some rocks. When the rest had done the same
thing our hero turned to the man and said:
"Now. then, Sandy Bill, you just show us how
to get into that cave. The horses will be all
right here. Ours are not in the habit of straying
and yours is hardly likely to S?:o away without
them. He seems to be pretty well winded. anyhow."
"I ain't afraid about the horses," was the reply.
"But I do hope that Tom Wall and the rest don't
git sight of me. They'll call me a traitor, of
course, and I suppose I am, 'cause I swore I'd
stick to Tom Wall."
"I reckon a feller kin change his mind if he
wants to," Cheyenne Charlie retorted. "You're
all right as you are. You was on a bad road,
but you switched oft', and if you keep on going as
you have started you'll fetch up all right. If
you don't I suppose you know what you'll git."
"Yes, I know. But don't say nothing about ...
that. I'm mighty thankful that my neck ain't
been· stretched afore this."
He was quite willing to show them the wav to
get into the cave, and steppinl?' along cautionsly,
the four made their way to the big rock that concealed the split in the cliff. When Bill had showed the way in to him Wild turned to Jim and
whispered:
"You stay outside here with this fellow. while
Charlie goes in with me to find out how things
are."
"All rig-ht," was Dart's reply, and then after
nodding to the scout, the young deadshot stepped
noiselessly behind the rock and entered the dark
passage.
Charlie kept right behind him, and the two
went a short distance and then saw a light. They~
paused and listened, but could hear nothing- that
would indicate there was anyone close at hand.
Then they ventured forward ag-ain, and a few
seconds later when he turned an angle in the
natural passag-e Wild found bimself looking directly into the cave. Jerry, who had been left
there in charge of the child prisoner, wa.s re-
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clininl?' on a blanket. his head upon a sa<l<lle.
Close to him !av the sleeping- form of the child.
A' lantern was burninl? rather dimly, but it g-ave
sufficient Jig-ht for Wild to take in everythingthat was to be seen. He stepped aside to l?ive
Charlie a chance to have a look. and when he
saw there was onlv one man there with the little
11':irl the i:;cout was ea1?er to make quick work of
it and capture him.
''Take it -easy, Charlie," th~ boy whispered. in
bis cool and easy way. "There may be another part to the cave, and we don't know but
what the- rest miirht be there. We want to take
this fellow without making- any noise. Now. then.
you just follow me and i:;tantl ready to help."
The scout g-ave a nod, for like Wild, he
'thoug-ht it was not necessary to l?0 out and 1?et
Jim's assistance. But the caution the two used
was wasted. it seemed, for as thev stepped softly
into the cave thev could hear the man breathinl?
reg-ularl y, which told that he was asleen. Lip:ht]y
Wild and Charlie stepped up to him, and then the
first thing- Jerry knew he was gripped bv the
throat, while a hand was pressed tiirhtly over
his mouth. The muzzle of a revolver came before his eyes almost at the same time. for ·
Che yenne Charlie was ready.
"If you make a sound it will be the last thing
you'll do on earth." the young- deadshot whispered.
Trembling- with fear, Jerry remained silent.
Of course he could not have made much of an
outcry, anyhow, but he did not try to do so.
The scout was not Joni?' in taking his weapons
from him. and when this had been done Wild
pushed the muzzle of his revolver close to the
man's eves and then removed his hand from
his mouth.
"Where is the rest of the g-anp-?" he asked.
in a whisper.
"They went over to the Flat," was the reply,
in a voice that was considerably above a whisper.
"Not so loud," cautioned the young deadshot.
"There ain't no one here," protested the prisoner. "There's the kid sound asleep right over
there, and I was left here to watch her."
"Take a look around, Charlie, and see if there's
another part to this cave," the young deadsnot
suggested, for he was not sure that the villain
was telling him the truth. The scout gave a nod
and promptly made a circuit of the underg-rounc.l
apartment. He satisfied himself that there was
no 9ther part connecting with it, and _when he
came back he quickly informed the bov to that
effect.
"All rig-ht, then. I reckon this fellow has told
the truth."
"Shall I wake the kid, Wild?" Charlie asked,
as he looked tenderly at the sleeping- child.
"Maybe I'd better do it. Just tie this fellow's .
/
hands first."
The scout had the necessary cord for this purpose, and being- skilful at making- knots. he was
... not long in fixing Jerry so he was helpless.
Wild then stepped over to the child. and kneelinll': beside her, shook an arm g-ently. It had the
desired effect, for the little g-irl at once opened
her eyes and gave a start. The boy had heard
the mother speak of the child as Annie, so he
411uickly said:

,-

.o

"We have come to take vou to your mamma,
Annie. Now don't be frightened ."
"Oh, oh?" the child exclaimed, rising- Quickly
·
and clasping- her hands. "Is papa here?"
"No, he isn't here. We left him with vour
mamma waiting for you to . come back. Y<'tl -ire
a brave little girl. I know. and you are nol
going to be frightened at all, are vou ?"
"Oh, no!" and then the child be_g-an to crv.
But it was more from joy than anything- else,
for she seemed to realize fully that she wait
really goinl!' back to her parents. Wild had a
pleasing · and persuasive wav about him, and it
soon had its effect upon the little girl, for she
became quiet and looked up at him smiling-ly.
"You're ready to c:o now, Annie?" he said.
questioning-ly.
"Yes, yes, take me to my mamma."
"All right, put on your hat, and we :won't
wait any longer."
She had kept her hat near · her all the time.
and it was quickly upon her head.
"Come on," the younir deadshot said, taking
her by the hand. and noddinir to the scout. he
added: "Just take that fellow out with vou.
ChaFlie. I reckon we'll leave the lantern here
just as it is. It mav be that we'll meet the rest
of the villains on the way back. If we do we
must surprise them."
"Rig-ht yer are. Wild," and g-ripping the prisoner by the arm, Charlie hustled him out of the
cave and throug-h the nassag-e.
The little 1drl shrank close to her protector as
tney were passing- through the dark passaire.
· When she got outside she looked up at t-he
stars and exclaimed:
"Oh, how glad I am."
"You'll be with vour mother just as soon as
we can o-et there;'' Jim declared, as he took her
by the han,l. "The bad men will all be punished.
too. for taking- vou away."
"They are very bad men," Annie retorted,
gravely. "They want to fill papa's mine full of
water, so n·o one can work there any more. They
went to do it, too."
"Ah!" exclaimed Wild, turning sharply to the
prisoner. "So that is theh, g-ame, eh?"
"I don't .know nothin.e: about it," Jerry declared, timidly. "They went out and left me to
stay with the little kid, that's all."
"I reckon you know all about it, only vou don't
want to say it. Do you know this fellow?"
As the boy said this he took Sandy Bill bv
_the arm and pulled him forward. Jerrv g-ave
a violent start, for even thoug-h it was Prettv
·
dark he recog-nized his former companion.
"What are you doin.e: here, Bill?" he irasped.
"I come to show Young- Wild West the wav to
the cave," was the unhesitating reply. "I've reformed, and I ain't ashamed to own up to it."
"Turned traitor, eh?" hissed Jerry, making- a
desperate effort to free his hands. "I'd like to
strangle you."
"You stop that, or I'll strangle you!" the scout
exclaimed. ang-rily, as he gave the fellow a
shake. I kin see by the wa" you act that there
ain't no dang-er of you reforming-. You ain't like
Bill, that's sartin."
"You bet I ain't. I wouldn't turn traitor if
I was going- to die."
"I thoug-ht the same thinir, Jerry,'' Bill spoke
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up, shaking his -head. "But when I felt that I
was putty near death I sorter changed my mind.
I don't know as I would have reformed, though,
it it hadn't been t!hat Yot!n£' Wild West saved
me from bein£' lynched. That's the thin!?' what
done it all, and no matter if I live to be a hundred I ain't never goinJ? to for!!'it that one thinJ?,
and I'll stick to tryinJ? to do riJ?ht till the end
comes."
The man spoke in a way that was really elo~ent, and there was no doubtinJ? his sincerity.
Still, there was a possible chance of his changing again should he get amonl?' vile associates.
But Young Wild West and his partners were
willing to take chances on Bill and they really
meant to encourage him all they could, and to
fix it so that he would -not even have to testify
should the rest of the gang be called to trial.
"Bill, do you know whether there are any
horses around or not?"
"Most likely there's a couple of 'em in there,"
was the reply. "I didn't have mine when I was
caught, you know, and Jerry sartinly must have
his horse here."
"You and Jim go and look'for them. then."
"All right. The horses was always runninJ?
down the rock."
"I seen 'em there, but I forgot all about 'it,"
Cheyenne Charlie spoke up. "There's more than
one horse there, I know."
Sandy Bill gave a nod, and then turning to
Jim, said:
"Come on, younir feller. We'll soon git the
horses."
·
The two went inside, and in a very few minutes they led out two horses saddled and ready
to ride. The prisoner was lifted upon the back
of one and tied securely, and then Jerry mounted
his own horse and took the bridle-rein of the one
he had ridden from the Flat. Wild mounted Spitfire, and little Annie Mullen was handed up to
him by the scout. The child was quite nervous,
but this was due from excitement and the anticipation of soon reaching- her mother, no doubt.
Wild talked, soothingly to her, and they started
on the way back to the mining camp. Charlie
and Jim mounted and came along after them,
the latter taking charge of the prisoner. When
they had gone about a mile the scodt rode up to
the side of the young dead shot and said:
"Wild, it wouldn't be very nice if you was to
suddenly come upon the sneaking coyotes. You
had better let me go ahead, or else give me the
kid."
I
"You can ride ahead, then, Charlie," was the
reply. "Take Sandy Bill with you. I'll keep
Annie with me."
This was satisfactory, so it went that way.
When they were nearly half wav back to Potter's }flat Sandy Bill suddenly reined in his horse
and turning to our hero, said:
"I forgot to tell yer that most likely Tom Wall
took the short cut. That means that we won't
be apt to meet 'em."
1'Is that so?
I wish you had thought of that
before, for I was anxious to ge.t them all tonight," the boy replied, shaking· hi s head. "But
never mind," and he looked at the little irirl he
was in charge of. "I suppose the quicker we get
'back to the Flat the better it will be. We'll
come tomorrow to look for the rest of the irang.

But," and he hesitated a moment, "how about
this business of the mine being filled with water?
Probably they have done it before this."
"The man said he would do it tonight," declared Annie, speakin£' emphatically. "He didn't
hurt me, but he's
very bad man, just the
same."
The young deadshot felt a little disappointed,
because it was a pretty sure thing that tli'.ere was
no , prospect of meetin£' the villains on their way
back to the cave_.,,. But he resolved to make the
best of it and get the little .l!'irl to her mothe11.
as quickly as possible: The rest of the distance
to the Flat was made ~ due time, and leavinl?
the rest at the camp, Wild called Arietfa to . go
with him to the house on the side of the hill.
It was but a short distance to walk, and Arietta.
talking pleasantly to the child, held her hand
as they walked alonJ?. When they reached the
house the door suddenly opened, and out came
Dave Mullen.
"Jr heard seme one walking, and I guessed it
was you, Young Wild West," he said.
Then as his eyes lighted upon the child he gave
a cry of delight, and pickinl?' her up in his arms.
ran into the house. Wild and Arietta followed,
and when they saw the mother claspinJ? the little
girl wildly. and crying and laughinJ? by turns, it
made them feel that it was well worth takin1t''
a risk to reunite a mother and child. They remained at the house for about half an hour,
and then it being well along- toward morni~.
they went on back to the camp. Sandy Bill was
waiting anxiously for them, while Chrlie and Jim
were sitting near a lantern i?Uarding the prisoner.
"Where am I goinJ? now, Youn)? Wild West?"
Sandy Bill asked, anxiously. "It won't do for
any of the men around here to see me."
"I'll tell you what you can do, Bill," was the
reply. "Yo,u crawl into the tent over there. and
go to sleep. Don't be in a -hurry about comin.J?
out in the mornin£'. If it's necessary you can remain there until noon, and by that time things
will be fixed up so you will be perfectly s-afe. to
go anvwhere you please in and about the Flat."
"All right, if you say so I'll do it."
No doubt Sandy Bill was badlv in need of-'
sleep. The rest were, too, for that matter, butbut they still had somethinJ? to do before they
could lie down.
"Charlie, fetch the sneaking coyote alonJ?, and
follow me," Wild said, noddine- to the scout.
"Right yer are, Wild," came the reply.
Then without waiting a minute the young
deadshot started in the direction of the shanty
Sandy Bill had been taken from without the
knowledge of the guards. . There were two men
on watch there, though they were not the same
ones, for they had been relieved by them. When
they saw Young Wild West and his partner coming· up with a prisoner the men were astonished.
"We've got another of the gang, and the little
g-irl is back with her mother," Wild said, noddinJ?
his head and looking' at them coolly.
;...
"What!" came the reply. "The kid has been
found, eh?"
"That's right. But don't get excited about it.
There's no need of waking an'y one right now. I
want you to put this fellow in the shanty and
see that he stays there."
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"You bet we will, YounJ? Wild West," one of
them answered, and then he was not long in
unlockinJ? the door.
"'i,eave him with his hands tied .iust as he
is," the boy advised, and then Charlie pushed
Jerry inside.
It was so dark that the two guards could not
see whether the other prisoner was there or not.
But the door was Quickly locked, for both took
it for granted that he was.
"Now, then, I suppose there is n-o need of telling you to be on the watch," Wild said, as he
turned to go away.
"You b~t there ain't. We was ready to shoot
when we seen you coming, 'cause we thought
maybe it might oe some one tryins; to git Sandy
.
Bill away from us."
"There won't be any one trying- to get Sandy
Bill away from vou, vou can depend on that,"
and the boy laughed lightly as he looked at the
f:cout.
Back the two went to the camp, . and a few
minutes later both were sound asleep in the
tent, whHe Jim remained on the watch for the
hour that must ela-pse before it g-rew daylight.

CHAPTER VII.-Wild Straightens Out Some
of Hop's Crookedness.
Wing, the cook, had the breakfast read y when
Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie came
out of the tent. They found t he girls wer e up,
and Arietta smilingly called out:
"Well, I hope you made the best of it fo; the
short time you had to sleep. We let Jim go
ir.to the tent half an hour ago."
"I feel a little heavy about the eyes, that's
all, Et," the young deadshot answered smilbgly.
"And I feel mighty stretchy like. But I reckon
I 'm good for another day and a nil?ht, too, if it
comes to the point," Cheyenne Charlie a dded.
Then as he looked about and found Hop missing he added:
"What 's become of the other heathen?"
"He to 1 • e horses further down the brook to
let them L • . , " Amia retorted.
"Oh. I tno ught maybe he hadn't showed up
yet. He wasn't in the tent when we turned in."
"My fool blother no go to sleepee, so be,"
the cook s poke up, shaking- his head disgustedlv.
''He comee here when me gitee uppee to makee
um fire. Misler Jim askee where he been, and
he say he havee velly goodee timee and play
dlaw pokee allee night."
"I'll bet he had a good time, all right," Charlie
a nswered, with a shrug of the shoulder s. "Most
likely he's cleaned out some poor fools of everything they had in the wa y of money, too. Wild,
1 reckon we had better find out something about
t hat."
·•we will, Charlie. But let's take a g ood wash
in t he brook and eat our breakfast. It's all ready
for us. · We'll attend to Hop's case later on.
There's something else to be done just now. I
want to go up to the mine and see if anything
was done last night to try a nd make the water
run into it so it would be flooded. "
Charlie nodded, and the t wo were not long in
fixing themselves up at t he brook. The cold

t'1

water made them feel much refreshed, and a few
minutes later they sat down and ate their breakfast in a hearty fashion. Hop came up before
they had finished. He looked as though he had
put in a pretty toUJ!:h nil!"ht of it, and he was so
drowsy that his feet fairly• drag2'ed along as he
walked.
"You're goin2' to '!'it it, heathen!" the scout exclaimed, shakinJ?" a finger at him. "You have
got to 2'ive that money back what you took from
them fellers over at the whisky-mill last night."
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie. Me no gottee
velly muchee money. Me buy um saloon business."
There was a grin on the Celestial's face as he
said this, and all hands looked at him, wonderinJ.(' what he was d:t:ivinJ.(' at.
"What are you tellin11: us, Hop?" ~Id asked,
after a pause. "I am not in the humcw for anv
foolinl!" this morninl!". You say the saloon is
yours?"
"Lat light, Misler Wild. Um saloon allee
samee mbe, and um store allee samee Misler
.
Pete's."
"He sold the whisky busines,s out to you,
t hen?
"Lat • lil!"ht, Misler Wild."
"How much did you pay for the business? "
"Thlee thousand dollee, so be."
"You did, eh? Was it your money you used
to buy the business?"
"Yes, Misler Wild_. Me winnee thlee thousand
dollee flom Misler Pete. Len me buy um place,
Havee vefiy bil!"ee timee. Plenty dancee, plenty
singee, and len me lockee uppee um place and
comee here, so be. Pletty soonee me open some
more and Jen evelybody havee plenty more bigee
·
timee."
"I knowed it!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie, as
he finished his breakfast and arose to his feet.
"The heathen cleaned Spencer out -of about
everything he had, and then most likely SQencer
put up his saloon business ag'in the money he
had already lost. He niust be a fool, 'cause any
one as would play poker very lonl!' with Hop
sartinly ain't right in the head."
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie. Me velly
smartee Chinee. Maybe me givee um business
backee to Misler Pete. Me no wantee. "
"1 reckon you will give it back to him all right,
Hop," Wild observed, /with a smile. "But this
certainly does strike me as being rather comical.
I reckon I'll take a walk over there and see
Spencer. I mean to tell him just what I think
of him for being- fool enoug-h to g-amble away
all his money and his place of business."
The younl?' deadshot looked toward the mine
and saw that the men were going to their work.
This showed plainly,- that the villains must have
chang-ed their minds about flooding the mine the
nirrht before, and he decided that there was time
enoug-h to g-o up there and make an investig-ation.
"Come on, Charlie," he said, nodding to the
scout. "I reckon we'll go over and have a
talk with Spencer."
"Me gottee key, Misler Wild," he said. "Me
havee open um place."
"All rig-ht, come on and open it, thm."
The three were not · long in reaching- the
!Saloon. Outside were standing Sam lfart and
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the others who were in the habit of hang-inl? pure . and simple. If you had known he was a
around to g-et what they could in the wav of very clever sleight-of-hand performer before you
drink for nothing-. The rest of the men had started to play poker with him it mig-ht ave
g-one to their work.
been different."
"Good morninir Hpp," Hart called out, bowing"I did know something- about that," and Spencer
and smiling- to the Chinaman. "Going- to open looked rather simple and turned his g-aze to the
up the place now?"
floor.
"Veile muchee Quickee," was the reply.
"And yet You were ",rilling- to risk
the
"Say, Hart," Wild said, speaking- rather stern- money you had, and not satisfied with that,allthrew
ly as he looked at the man, "why don't you g-o away half of your business."
to work?"
"Yes, I suppose I was fool enough to do all
"I don't know whether there's anything- for me that."
to do or not up at the mine," was the reply.
"What do you think of that, Charlie?" and
"You don't, eh?" Well, I'll tell you what you Young Wild West turned to the scout and shook
do. You g-o on up and tell Mr. Mullen that I his head as if greatly surprised.
say you shall be put to work. Now g-o on. Don't
"I've heard say that a sucker is born every
ling-er a moment. I think there's Quite some g-ood minute," C.\J.arlie retorted, smilingly.
in you if it can be brought to the surface. Move
"Hop, let us have a g-ood cig-ar."
now." •
'
As the young- deadshot said this he turned and
There was no mistaking- the boy's meaning, walked over to the bar.
and with a shrug- of his shoulders, Hart looked
"Allee lig-ht, Misler Wild," and the clever
at his companions and then started off uo the Chinee promptly put out a box and acted very
path to the mine.
much as though he was really running the place.
"Of course the rest of you don't want to work,"
"Now then, Hop," the boy went on in his cool
the young- deadshot went on, as he looked sharply and easy way, "I reckon you had better pay to
at Ruckles,. whose face showed the effects of the Mr. Spencer the amount of money you won from
tt:hrashing- ·he had received the day before. "You him last night. You can deduct your expenses.
are no g-ood, and I know it. You can hang- around You know what that means, don't you?"
here, but just see to it that you behave your"Me undelstand, Misler Wild. Me velly smartee
selves. If you don't the first thing- you know Chinee."
·
you'll be chased out of the Flat."
Then while the eyes of Spencer opened wide,
"We're all peaceful men, Young- Wild West," Hop produced a big roll and the buckskin bagRuckles ans~ered, -1:ather timidly. •"We ain't he carried his 1?old and silver in.
looking- for no trouble. You licked me for fair
He did not stop until he had counted out someyisterday, and I don't w;mt you to do it ag-ain. I thing- like three thousand dollfl.rs, and then with
ain't going to let yer, 'cause I'd run away afore a nod he blandly said:
I'd fig-ht."
"Lat allee Jig-ht now, Mister· Wild. Me comee
Hop had unlocked the door by this time, and outtee sQuare, and allee samee gittee um dlinks
Wild and Charlie followed him inside. · The and smokee for nothin~."
"bums," as they must. be called, hesitated about
"Mr. Spencer, there is your · money. Take it,
coming in, but finally they ventured to do so. and don't you ever play draw poker with a
Wild• went tQ a door that communicated with an- heathen Chinee -a gain as Joni? as you live."
other part of the house, and pounding- upon it
"I-I don't quite.understan d this, Young Wild
good and hard, called out loudly:
West," the man faltered, though an expression of
"Spencer, Spencer! Cornie here; you're wanted." deli1?ht shone upon his face as well as .the look
"What's that!" came a voice from the other of astonishment which had dwelt there before.
side of the door.
"Well, it simply means that the Chinaman
cheated you, and you knew nothing- of it. He
"Come here, I want you."
won all the money you had, and then won your
"Oh, I'll be right there."
Then sounds could be heard of some one mov- saloon business. He is now givinl? both back to
ing- hurriedly about, and in a few minutes you."
Spencer came out, about half dressed and lookThe boss of the place twisted his fingers nering as though he had put in a very toug-h night vously for a • moment and showed that he was
of it. When he saw Hop behind the bar he · undergoing Quite a thinking- spell. Then he suddenly seized the hand of the boy and exclaimed:
shook his head sadly.
"I hear you have disposed of your saloon busi"I ain't entitled to this, Youn1? Wild West.
ness," Wild said, looking- at him Questioningly. I know it's all right, and .that thP- place is mine
"Yes, I suppose I have. I was a fool for doing- again as well as the money. I'm g-oing to give
it. But there ain't no use irt crying- over it. I've you half of that money for a present."
got the store business yet, and I reckon I kin
"You are ~-oing to do nothinl? of the kind."
The boy spoke sternly, and the man stepped
make a 11:ood Iivi;ig- from that."
back somewhat abashed. It did not take Wild
"You're not a hard loser, I can see."
"Nope. What's the use· of crving- over s,o illed long- to convince him that he must acceot the
milk, as they say? I was game, and the heathen money and take charg-e of the place a.gain, and
cleaned me out, that's all. He had more luck when he finally did so Spencer was grateful
enou1?h. He was so delighted, i..-i fact. that he
that I did."
"Do vou 1·eally think it was luck, Mr. Spencer?" wanted to treat every one he could find, and he
"Sartin I do. What else could it be? He didn't even called up the worthless men who had folcheat, 'cause I was watching- him too close for lowed our hero and the scout into the place. Sam
Hart had g-one up to the mine to look for a fob,
that."
"You're altogether wrong-. Hop is a cheat, so he missed being treated that mornin~. But
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Wild !<new -it was all the better for him. and he twenty minutes passed befqre they could tear
actually thought the man woul d show the little themselves away.
As soon as he got outside Wild called Mullen
good there was in him yet.
"Now, then, Charlie," the voun£ deadshot said, aside and said :
"Did your little daug-hter tell you anythin.ir
TJorlding to the scout, "I reckon we'll go and attend to the other business we have on hand." about thE;, villains i--J.tending- to flood the mine?"
"Yes, she did," and the superintendent's face
"You a in't heard nothing of the gang what
stole Mullen's little gal, have you?" Spencer at once became grave. "But I have been down
'there and out into the bi_g hole, and I saw nothasked , as they were going out.
"Oh, yes. The little girl is at home. We ing that ould indicate that they had tried such
a thing."
found her last n~ht."
"Could such a thing be done easily?"
"What?"
"Well, it would require quite a little work, or
Spencer was certai...Jy astounded.
"Yes, we found her all right. and we got one a blast to do it, I suppose, unless a heavy rain
of the viJlains who assisted in kidnapin.ir her. came and the earth and rock was turned away
by the pressur.e of the water."
He is in the shanty lock-up now."
"Suppose we go down into the mine and take
Spencer was not the only one surprised.
Ruckles and the other fellows acted as if they a look around?"
"Good! We'll go at once. I am not very
- could not believe what they heard. As Wild
and the scout went outside they saw one of the busy .iust now, and it would make no difference
men who had been guardin.ir' the shanty lock-up if there was a whole lot for me to do. I feel so
g-rateful to you for what you hav~ done for me
waving to them excitedly.
"What's the trouble over there?" the young that I know I can never repay you."
"I am already repaid, Mr. Mullen. I am only
deadshot asked, coolly, as he stopped and looked
too dad that we were able to find your little
at him.
"Sandy Bill ain't here," was the re~ y. "We daughter and restore her to her mother so soon.
was jest g-oing to give the two prisoners some I'll _go with you, while the rest can remain here
.breakfast, but we found there was only one of or look around about the mine as they please."
"Come on, then," and the superintendent look'em in the shanty."
·"Never mind about that. Sandy Bill will turn ed at his watch, showing that he really did have
up all right. Jest look after the other fellow." some busi...ess to attend to shortly.
As the two ~ere walkin.ir away Arietta sud•
Then followed by Hop, who no doubt was
anxious to get to the tent so he · could have a denly ran towara them and caJled out:
"Where are you going, Wild?"
little sleep. Wild hurried back to the camp.
"Down into the mine, Et," was the reply.
"Let me go with you.•
ow about that," and the boy paused
"I don't
in a hesitating sort of way.
\
Stake.
CHAPTER VIII.-Arietta's Life At
"It will be all right for her to _go, if you want
her to," Mullen assured him. "It is perfectly
"Wild," said Arietta as the young- deadshot safe to be lowered up and down in the bigr eached the c~mp, "we are going- up to the bucket."
"Very well, then. She can _go. Come on, Et."
Mullen house with you. Anna and Eloise want to
Delighted at the chance to go down· into the
become acquainted with Mrs. Mullen and see
mine, for it had been some time since she had
how she is getting- on this morning."
"Come on, then, and fetch your rifles with you. visited one, Young Wild West's sweetheart went
You can't tell but that you mig-ht -find something along with them to the shaft. The two men who
were in charge of the hoistinl? process no sooner
to shoot at before you get back."
Jim was going, too, so in Jess than five mbutes saw Young Wild West approaching than they
all six set out for the mine. As they reached · broke iJlto a cheer. This was taken up by every
the building where the office was located Mullen man who was working upon the surface of the
_ground near the shaft. They had all heard how
came out, his face beaming with delight.
"Good morning-," he called out, cheerfully. "I Young Wild West had restored Annie Mullen to
am the happiest man alive this morning. You her mother the night before, and they showed
don't know how good it makes me feel to know how good they felt over it.
"It's all right, boys," the young deadshot . aid
that my little girl is safe at home again."
"I can't blame vou for feeling- that way, Mr. in his cool and easy way, as he nodded to them.
Mullen," Wild answered. "The g·irls wanted to "If it had not been that one of the kidnapers
come up and make a call. Is Mrs. Mullen at had a heart in him it would not have been ac•
complished so soon. But I'll tell you about it
the house?"
"Oh, yes. She is up and around just as if later on. When that is <'one I may be able to
nothing had ever happened. Wait a minute and surprise some of you."
Just then Ruckles came running up the hill
I'll go over with you."
He went inside the office, and came out again excitedly.
"What do you want?" the superintendent askin a couple of minutes, and then they all headed
for the house.
ed, a frown showing on his face, for he had no
Little Annie saw them coming, and she ran use for such a man as Ruckles.
out to meet them before they reached it. Then
"I come up to tell yer that Sandy Bill ain't i!\
her mother came out, and Arietti>. quick! v intro- the shanty where he was put yisterda v afterduced her to Anna and Eloise. Nothing- would do noon."
but that they should all go inside, and fully
"What's that?" shouted one of the men at the
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mouth of the shaft, while Mullen looked at Wild
and smiled rather faintly.
"It's all right, boys," the young- deadshot said.
waving his hand to those who had been astounded
by the news Ruckles brought. "I'll be responsible for Sandy Bill. If he isn't in the lock-up
he's certainly somewhere close by. I'll produce
him when the rig-ht time comes. Just wait until
we have go the rest of the scoundrels."
There was quite a little talk abo9t it, but it
was not long before Wild and Arietta got into
the big bucket and were lowered to the bottom of
the shaft. Then they waited until the bucket
went back again and the superi.,tendent came
do,vn. It happened that only about half a dozen
men were working in the mine that day. since
there was more for them to do upon the surface than underground. The lights upon their
caps showed up in the gloom, making the place
take on a weird appearance.
But Young Wild West and his sweetheart did
not show any surprise at what thev saw.
"We'll go right on through, Mr. Mullen," the
young deadshot said, nodding to their companion-.
"I want to have a good look in the biir hole at
the other end of the mine. After we have taken
a look there I mean to go up and get around to
the stream of water. Perhal)s I can suggest
somethinl?' that will lessen the danger of the
.nine ever being flooded."
"If you can suggest anything I am sure I will
be only too glad to act upon it."
Through the big cave they made their way, and
soon reached the opening at the other end, where
it. was broad daylight. Out into the hole they
went, and then all three looked ar@und closely
at the steep and rocky walls. There were no
signs of any water anywhere about, and when
he had satisfied himself on this point the voung
deadshot turned to the superintendent and said:
"Well. no one has been at work up there as
far as I can see. We'll go on back, and as soon
as we get up out of the shaft I'll take a walk
around to the top of the cliff un there. You
say the stream of water rushes along very close
to the edge."
"Yes, there's only a few feet intervening at
one place."
"Pretty· stiff stream, too, eh?"
"Yes, ·an awful lot of water passes on down
the hill. If it should happen to turn this way
it would take but a few minutes to flood the entire mine."
"All right. I'm quite sure that I can find a
way to avert such a possible danger. We'll go on
back now, because I can really see no use of
staying here any longer."
The three turned and went back into the mine.
But they had not gone more than ten feet
when-Boom! A terrific explosion sounded and a
sudden draught of air came into the mine with
such a powerful effect as to knock all thi·ee to
the ground. Mullen uttered a cry of fear, and
was the first to get upon his feet.
"What is it, what is it?" he cried, wildly.
"Easy, Mr. Mullen," came the reply, as Wild
110011 his feet, half dazed from the shock. "I
reckon something has happened, Hurry to the
foot of the shaft and have the bucket ready."
Mullen started to do as the boy said. But when

he got there he found the bucket goinl?' up with
four men into it, who were badly frightened and
eager to get to the surface. The others who had
been working there were waiting for their chance
and paid no attention or reirard to the super.in•ten dent as he rushed to them and frantically
shouted for the bucket to come down again.
Meanwhile Wild's only thought just then was of
his sweetheart. He quickly came to his full
senses, and then when he saw the girl lying
still upon the ground he ran to her side.
"Et!" he exclaimed. " Are vou hurt?"
But there was no reply. Arietta was u.iconscious. Then a strange roaring sound came to
the boy's ears, and he in stantly turned and looked
toward the opening. Much to his dismay he saw
water rushing that way. It was rising ra-pidlv,
too, and befor~ he was hardly aware of it he
was standing ankle-deep in it.
He could hear the cries of Mullen and the
miners, and it occurred to him that he had better
not run in that ·direction. Even though he realized the awful danger that threatened him, the
young d.eadshot did •. ot once lose his presence
of mi;iq.. He decided upon what to do, and he
did it without an instant's delay. Wild lifted
the unconscious form of his sweetheart and
plunged with her through the rushing water for
the hole outside. Arietta's life was at stal<e,
and he knew it. Before him was a cataract. The
sudden change that had been wrought seemed
magical. Thousands of gallons of water were
rushing down in the form of a waterfall, and
the hole was filling rapidly. The mine was
doomed. Thete was no doubting that. As the
boy reached the outside, the unconscious girl in
his arms, he heard a shout from above, and looking up saw three men waving their hands excitedly.
"A rope!" he cried.
Then the rushing water almost swept him
from his feet.
But with one hand he g1·abbed upon a spur of
rock, and kept himself from being whirled into
the mine.
The water was rising rapidly, and soon he
was forced fo climb upon the spur, which fortunately was large enough for him to obtain a
foothold. The men above had disappeared and the
boy again shouted at the top of his voice. Up
came the water until it was almost even with the
top of the passage that went into the mine.
. Then the young deadshot, still holding Arietta
tightly, was swept from his foothold. But he made
a grab as he was being sucked into the mine,
and succeeded in getting a hold upon a projection of rock. He managed to hold fast until th~
water got above it, and then there was less of a
suction. Keeping Arietta's head above the surface, he turned and looked upward again.
Much to his joy a rope came down at that
moment, and after a few attempts he succeeded
in catching it. He had but one hand to work
with, and he must keep both himself and his
sweetheart upon the surface of the seething
water. But by a desperate effort he succeeded
in getting a turn about Arietta's waist, and then
holding tightly with one hand, while he steadied
her with the other, he called out for them to
pull them up. Up they went, and willing hands
seized them as they reached the top and landed
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them safely up_on the solid ground. The water
kept on filling the hole, and it was a sure thing
that the mine must be thoroughly flooded by this
time. Just then Arietta opened her eyes.
"Where am I?" she called out, wilctly. ''What
was it?"
:
"Easy Et" her dashing young lover cautioned,
as he b~nt 'over her. "Everything is all •right
now. The explosion you heard caused the water
to turn from its course and rush down into the
hole. The mine is flooded. But we are &afe."
"Oh!" and she looked around ~vildly and then
became quite passive.
"You never do lose your head, Wild," she said,
smiling faintly. "There isn't another boy in the
whole world who is like you."
"All right, Et," and he laughingly assisted
her to her feet.
Arietta found that she could walk all right,
for the feeling of dizziness was rapidly passing
away. Luckily the -tlu:ee men had been working
not far distant from the spot where the explosion occun-ed, and it was but natural that they
should run that way to see what had caused it.
Fortunately one of them had been able to fi!1d
a rope quickly, and thus it was that Young Wild
West and his sweetheart were saved.
CHAPTER IX.-The Scoundrels Are Caught.
Consternation seized Tom Wall and his two
companions when th~y realized that Jerry and
the little girl had disappeared.
They searched about looking intu every nook
and corner of the cave and when they finally became aware of the fact that the two horses had
disappeared also their conclusion was that Jerry
must have taken pity on the child and had started
to take her back to her mother:
"I kin see it all now, boy&," Tom Wall said,
after he had calmed himself a little. "No wonder
Jerry wanted to stay here with the kid. He's
been doin' a lot of thinkin', I s'pose, an' it struck
him that if he was to take the kid back he might
git some money out of it an' not have anything
done to him. He's a traitor, he is."
"But we ain't sure that he done that, Tom,"
the fellow called Jack ·said, with a shake of the
head. "S'pose somebody come here an' caught
Jerry nappin' an' took him a prisoner?"
"Sandy Bill might have told 'em. You know
they caught him an' took him away ·with 'em."
"There's somethin' in that," the leader admitted, as he scratched his head thoughtfully. "But I
don't believe it's that way, though. Jerry has
took the kid an' delivered her to her mother. He
knowed putty well that we would take a short
cut for the mine, an' he's gone on the regular
trail. I kin see it all. That's my way of thinkin',
an' I ain't goin' to change my mind. till I find
out different."
"Well, what are we goin' to do about it, Tom?"
e other man asked, with a shrug of the
shoulders.
·
"Do about it? Why, I reckon we'll go bac1c
there an' try an' find out somethin'. We don't
have to go close enough so th~y kin see us."
"But our nags is putty well tuckered out."
"That's all right. We'll give 'em abbut twenty
minutes' rest, an' then we'll ride along P-asy. What
,:ood is a horse if he can't make seventy-five
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miles in a day? It wouldn't be much more than
that if we go over there an' come back agin'
that they've done to-day."
"I'm beginnin' to think that things ain't goin' exactly the way we figured on 'em goin'," decla'red Jack, as he began pacing up and d'lwn the
cave. First they have to ketch Sandy Bill, an'
then jest when we think we've rigg·ed up a fine
plot we come back here an' find the kid gone an'
Jerry with her. There's only three of us left now,
'cause it ain't likely we'll ever see Sandy Bill
an' Jerry ag'in. But the worst )?art of it is,"
the villain remarked, as he came to a stop and
looked at his two companions, "that we ain't goin' to git nothin' out of it, an' outside of flooding
tl;ie mine, that's about the only revenge you'll git
on Dave Mullen."
"Never mind. I'll git revenge enough, an' we're
goin' to git somethin' out of it, too. We'll go
back there an' we'll take the risk of gjttin' some
money. We might as well go right now. We kin
let the" horses go ·along easy like."
The tired steeds were given water, and then
the men left the cave and rode on in the direction of Potter's Flat.
A little while later a thunderous report was
heard, and even though the three villains knew the
cause of it they were astounded for the moment.
"There she goes now!" exclaimed Wall, jubilantly. "It's great to think that we jest was in
time to see it. Did you ee the smoke go up,
boys?"
"Yes, an' the flash. too," Jack answered. "I
wonder if the water is runnin' down in the mine
now?" '
"You kin bet your life it is. It couldn't heli,,
from doin' it. Let's git as close as we kin on
horseback, an' then we'll sneak up an' try an' see
jest what's happened."
They rode on until they were less than a quarter of a mile from the mine.
Then they dismounted, and tying their horses
among some trees, started to make the rest of the
distance on foot. As they reached a slight elevation they peered from behind ,the rocks and
could see- a crowd gathered near the mine shaft.
Then the three settled down to wait until they
could make up their minds what the next move
would be. Meanwhile there was great confusion
on the hillside. The tremendous report the explodinJ!: nitro-glycerine made had startled every
one within the limits of the mininJ!: camp, and the
women and children were almost terror-stricken
from it. But Young Wild West and Arietta had
qeen saved, and once they got upon solid ground
the young deaashot thanked the three men who
had pulled them up, and then hastened to find his
partners. He also wanted to know what had become of the superintendent and the men who were
at work in the mine. When he got around to
the shaft Mullen stood there talking excitedly.
Mrs. Mullen was seen approaching with her
little girl holding fast to her hand.
When she saw her husband she was greatly relieved, and after he had allayed her fears Mullen
came back to where Wild and Arietta were now
talking with Charlie and Jim.
"Well, I suppose I am a ruined man. for I had
considerable invested in the mine," declared Mullen, shaking hi s head gloomily. "But I suppose
it will be just as well if I leave these parts, anyway. My wife doesn't want to stay here any
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longer. The e~erience she put in last night has
caused it. But it's too bad to think tha_t th!lre
c,ould be suclf villatns who would go to extremes
like this."
"It can't be helped now, Mr. Mullen. The only
thing we can do is to catch the villains and see
that they are punished. They must be somewhere
around, that's certain."
"Oh, yes, they must have been very close by in
order to make such an explosion as that. I wonder if they cpuld have taken the stuff from the
shanty down there?"
It seemed that no one had been near the shanty
that morning, and thus it was that the inscription
Tom Wall wrote upon the door had not been read.
Wild led the way toward the shanty, for it
struck him that possibly the scoundrels might
have taken the explosive stuff from it the night
before, so they coµld have it ready when they
wanted to &et it off. As they were passi~ the
shaft a miner told them that there was twenty
feet of water in the mine, and that it was still
rising.
·
Reaching the shanty, our hero saw the writing
upon the door riglit away.
"Ah!" he exclaimed, as he called his partners
and Arietta. "What do you think of that? I believe they will be disappointed. But give me my
rifle, Charlie. I am gopig- to see if I can find the
scoundrels before they get away. There are only
three qf them, as we know.''
The. scout had taken charge of the young deadshot',:, rifle while he went down into the mine with
Arietta and the superintendent, and he now quickly handed it to him.
"Come on, boys," our hero exclaimed.
Arietta took her rifle from Jim, and as the
young deadshot's two partners started after him
she followed. Wild turned and saw her when they
had gone a short distance, but he simply nodded
for her to come on. The boy was heading to
reach a point above the mine where the stream
of water was tumbling into the hole in the form
of a waterfall. He was not long in getting to the
spot, and just then he caught a glimpse of a man
as he dodged behind a rock less than two hundred feet distant. The suspicious move excited
the boy's curiosity right away, and he held up his
hand for his companions to stop right where they
we . It happened that he was the only one who
had seen the man, and bent upon finding out
what he was doing there, he began making his
way cautiously along, keepin~ the rocks and
bushes between them; so his approach might not
be seen. When he had gone perhaps a hundred
feet he came to a place from which he could look
down the side of the hill. Then a little further
off to the teft he saw three men ,erouching_J_>ehind
a fallen tree. As he had never seen Tom Wall or
the two men with him, he of course could not
recognize them.
But he was convinced right away that they
were the ones who were wanted. The men &eemed
to be waiting for a chance to get a shot at something, so Wild dec_ided to give them the chance if
they dared to take it. With his rifle to his shoulder, he stepped out into the open, and called out
In a ringing voice:
"Hands up, you scoundrels! I have got you dead
to rights."

The three villain&, who were of course Tom
Wall and his pards were dumbfounded, for they
,had no idea that they had been seen sner :dng
about the vicinity. Jack and the other fellow
promptly threw up their hands. But Wall was not
going to give in as easy as all that. He made a
leap to get behind a rock that was a few feet
distan(, at the same time shouting:
"Shoot if you want to!"
Crang!
The. young dead&hot's rifle spoke instantly, and
the bullet struck Wall's right arm, causing it to
drop to his side and the rifle he was carrying to
fall to the ground. It stopped him from reaching
the rock, too, and down he went, rolling over in
agony.
Chey_e nne Charlie ran past the young deadshot
and quickly took charge of the wounded leader.
But Wall was very meek now, and did not show
any further fight. His right arm was broken and
it must have .pained him severely. Jim and 'Arietta were not long in relieving the other two of
their weapons, and just as they had finished tying their hands behind them Mullen and a crowd
of the miners came rushing to the spot.
"Here they a1·e, Mr. Mullen," the young deadshot called out, smilingly. "There were only three
of them left, and we have got them all."
A ringing cheer went up, aJJ.d the next minute
the n:iiners were dragging the prisoners around
the side of the hill toward the mine.
'.'They are going to lynch them, Wild," Arietta
said.
"Well, there are some things now and then that
can't be helped. This is one of them, I suppose "
he answered. with a shake of the head.
'
They all went around and stopped at Mullen's
house until the excitement had somewhat subsided. Then there was nothing for them to do
but to go down to their camp, which they did.
They found Sandy Bill in a state of fear inside the tent, for a inan had come to the camo a
short time before and told Wing that the prisoner
had been taken from the shanty and hanged along
with three others of the gang who had been
caught by Young Wild West.
"It won't do for me to stay here," Sandy Bill
declared. "I'd better git away while I've got the
chance.
"Well? probably yo,u're right. I'll give you fifty
dollars 1f you haven t any money, and since you
have a pretty good horse you ought to make out
all right."
"I ain't got much money, that's a fact Young
Wild West," was the reply. "If you'll iend me
fifty some time I might be able to pay it back
to you. But I'll promise you faithfull1 that I'll
stick to what I said, an' I'll be honest the rest of
my days."
That was e!lough to satisfy Wild and the rest,
and a few mrnutes later Sandy Bill was riding
away from the camp unknown to anyone but those
who had befriended him. Thev ·1·emained at Potter's Flat another day, and• when they finally bade
?"OOd-by to l\'.f ullen and the rest, they were
satisfied that 1t would be a long time before the
mine would be in operation again.
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The young man obeyed, and, turning on hil
stomach, swai:n slowly, but he was evidently stili
v~ry much frightened, and called to Jack to help
-Or.him.
The Waif Who Became a Merchant
The _boy put a hand under his· chin, spoke encour:1gmgly and swam slowly backwards in front
of him.
"Look at me and don't try to swim fast" he
By DICK ELLISON
,s~id. "Take it easy, old man. I'll get you in all
nght."
"Brother of yours?" asked the expert.
A Serial Story
"No, I never saw him before, but I saw the
danger he was in, and come to help him."
CHAPTER XV.
"That's all right. I guess you'll get on well
enough, but if you want me, call."
A Brave Rescu .
"All right," said Jack. "You just keep your
"Well, I've paid out a Jot of money for nothing, eye on me, old chap, and do as I tell you. If
and I haven't found out a thing. If Casey knew you're getting tired, float, and I'll push· you in."
"I guess it would be better," said the other
it he'd have the laugh on me, but I may get
ahead of him yet, and then it'll be mv turn." and then he tu!ned on his back and Jack pushed
He said nothing _ of his disappointment, how- him ~head until the water was shallow enou_g-h
ever, but devoted himself industriously to his store for him to stand.
There was a great crowd on the beach ·waiting
and tried _to make his business better in every
to see them come in, · and a hearty cheer went up
way.
Phil was at the seashore, and wrote to Jack· to for Jack, the story of his bravely having traveled
take a vacation and pay him a visit, promising far and wide.
him no end of a good time, but the boy wrote back " "Y?u won't want to go in again," said Jack.
You d better get oi:i your ~lothes as soon as you
that he was too busy, and that Phil would have to
can, and get something hot m you. Your lips are
wait.
One Saturday, however, when everybody was blue, and you are shivering as if you had the
going out of town for Sunday, and the weather ague."
~e supp?rted the young man up the walk, and
was hot and sultry, and there was little or nothing to do in the store, Jack concluded that he assisted him to dress, sending one of the atwould take a little rest and go to Coney Island tendants to the nearest hotel for some hot whisfor a breath of salt air, leaving his cashier to look ky and water.
:'I d~n•t believe in drinking, for I've seen the
after what few customers there might be.
At the Island he found a light breeze blowing evil of 1t," he said, "bnt this is medicine and wl'l·
in from the ocean, and he thought that a swim do you good."
When the young man had dressed and taken
would do him good.
There was little or no surf, and he swam a the hot drink that was brought him, he said to
considerable distance out, and was greatly enjoy- Jack:
"I'm a thousand times obliged to you. ·I reallying himself when he heard a sudden cry, and
glancing toward the beach he saw a swimmer believe that you saved my life. If you'll tell m'e
struggling in the water while another was making your name and address I shall be happy--"
"That's all right," interrupted Jack. "You
for the shore at full speed.
ain't feeling too good yet, and if you don't find
The second swimmer was Percy Dresser.
Turning toward shore, Jack swam rapidly to- V?Ur friend I'll 11:0 home with you. Have vou seen
ward the struggling swimmer, who went down hrW? He was with vou, wasn't he?"
. Oh, do you mean Percy? Yes, he was with
once before the boy could reach him, and was
about to sink again when a hand reached, out and me."
"And skipped out when you were in troucle. Oh,
caught him by the hair.
"Throw yourself on your back; don't try to get yes, I know Percy Dresser. I've seen him do that '
hold of me," said the boy to the swimmer, who sort of thing before. Wait till I get my clothes
was about his own age. "I'll get you to shore all on, and I'll go with yo11."
When Jack appeared again the young man said •
right, but you mustn't touch me."
"I haven't seen him. He's taken his clothes out
· "Save me," gasped the other, reaching out toof his bathing-house and gone. Do you really
ward Jack.
.
"Throw yourself on your back!" commanded the know him?"
"Yes. He served his cousin, Phil Williamson
boy, sternly. "If you don't I can't do a thing."
The other obeyed and, taking him by the arm, the same sort of trick one day last winter."
"What, do you know Phil?"
Jack dragged him ahead, swimming with his feet
"Yes; he's my best friend."
·
and one hand.
"You're not the Jack he's always talking
After a time one of the life-savers attached
to the bathing establishment swam out to them about?"
"I'm . Jack Spratt, all right," said the boy.
and offered his assistance.
"And I'm Will Rose. If you're Phil's friend
"He's all right now," said the boy. "He's getting confidence again. Kick out, young fellow, and yoU:ve got to be mine, for we're chums."
··
see what you can do."
"Any friend of Phil's is mine," answered Jack.
"Are you J'eady? I'll go whenever you say."
"You won't leave me," said the other.
"No; but if you can help yourself it'll be all
As they left the bath-house Ure proprietor came
up and a sk(:d:
the better."
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"Well, is your brother all right now?"
"Yes; I guess so, but he isn't my brother."
"He isn't? Well, you look enough alike to be
·twins."
"I'm blessed if we don't," said Will, "but I never
noticed it before."
"Yes, I guess we do," returned Jack, "but we
ain't brothers, all the same. You're a youniz izentleman, and I'm just-Jack Spratt." ·
"You're my friend, all the same," said WiU,
warmly, "no matter who you are."
"And he's a trump, all right," said the bathinghouse man. "If you had let the young fellow
drowa I wouldn't have done another dollar's worth
of business. He was too far out for any one to
reach him, and you did just the "right thing."
"I was out there myself," said Jack, "and could
not help doing just what I did."
They went back to New York by the boat, which
was preferable to the cars on a hot day, and although it took them longer, was a much more
enjoyable trip.
Will Rose and Percy Dresser had gone to the
Island together, to spend the afternoon ai;id evening, it seemed, and Will had proposed going in
bathing, both being considered good swimmers.
Will had been suddenly taken with cramps,
after which he remembered nothing till Jack had
gone to his assistance.
When they reached New York they sat on one
of the benches in the Battery overlooking the
bay for some time, and. then took the elevated
road uptown, Will insisting that Jack should go
home with. him for dinner.
He lived not very far from Phil, but in one of
the side streets, in a house quite as fine as was
Mr. Williamson's.
Jack did not wish to go home with the young
f ellow, but Will insisted, saying that he did not
foe! quite all right yet, and that he did not think
it safe for him to try and go home alone.
Jack knew that this was a pleasant fabrication ,
but as Will was so anxious to take him home with
him he could not ver y well refuse.
" You 're Phil's friend and so you're mine," Will
said . "Phil is out of the cit y, and so you've got
to d ~pend u pon me, a nd that's a ll th ere is to it ."
Wh e>n they entered the hou se. Will went into
the librar y, where a handso me middle-aired gentleman sat reading, l0oking up a s the boys came
in.
"Th is is my fr iend, Jack Spratt, f ather," said
Will. " He's a friend of P hil Williamson's, t oo.
I wa s at the I sla nd t his afte r noon, and went in
swimming. I was taken with <:ramps, and would
have gone down but for J ack, who-why, fath er,
what's the matter? It's a ll right now. Don't be
frightened."
Mr. Rose was looking fi xedly at J ack, pale-f aced and t rembl ing, and now he said:
"Will, my boy, what does this mean? Have you
broug-ht your lost brother back from the grave?"
"My brother, father? \Vhat do you mean?"
"Why, that young gentleman is the living image
of your twin brother , who was lost years ago in
•
California.".
"Why, I noticed the resemblance myself, and
ao did others. But my brother·was killed, wasn't
.
he?"
"So we supposed, but he was never found. My

boy, tell me, are you my son, or am I simply deceived?"
"I don't know, sir," said Jack. "I don't know
who I am myself."
"Then we will try and find out."

.

CHAPTER XVI.
Casey In A Bad Bu~iness.

Mr. Rose was visibly affected by the discovery
of the great resemblance between the two boys
one his own son aJ1d the other a total stranger. '
He showed his excitement so plainly that at
length Will said:
"Well, father, never mind about it now. It's
h_ardly likely that Jack could help you at this
time, as he says he ~ows nothing about his parents. We can talk 1t over some other time just
as well."
"Yes, so we can," said Mr. Rose, "and now you
two boys run off and get ready for dinner. You
wilt stay?" to Jack.
"Yes, if you wish me to, but I ought to run
around to the store and see Mr. Brown first. He
will be expecting me. It won't take more than ten
minutes, so if you will excuse me I'll go around
and hurry right back."
"Can't I go with you?" asked Will.
"If you like, but it isn't necessary."
"I doi;i't think your friend will run away, Will,"
laughed Mr. Rose. "You said something about
an accident at Coney Island. Tell me about it."
Jack started out, promising to be back in ten
or fifteen minutes, but it was a much longer time
than that before he returned.
He hurried a round to the st ore which he
rea ched in about five minutes, f ound ' the cashier
and the boys with little or nothing to do, and said:
"Send the boys home and close up early if there
isn't any business. I'm going out to dinner and
I can't tell when I might be back. Pay the' boys
and lock the safe. Th ere seems to be so little to
do that I guess it's safe enough to close early if
'
it is SatUl'day night."
"By the way " said Brown, "there was a man in
to see you not iong ago, and I told him I expected
you back any minute. He would not wait and did
not say whether h ~ would call again or not, but
he seemed very anxious to see you."
" Did he leave his name?" a sked Jack.
"No. I asked him for a card, but he said he
ha dn 't any."
"What sort of a looking man was he? Did he
state his business ?"
"He \Va s very heavily built, with a big, strong
neck. He had a bad scar on his forehe ad, and
his hair was p r etty shor t. To tell the truth I
di dn't like his looks at all. He kept g-laring ~11
around the store as if he were trying to size
things up, and he looked at the safe pretty hard,
just a s if he was trying to see how to open it."
"H'm! If he comes again, tell him I don't want
to see him. That's Watts, the man that made me
trouble '1,efore. No wonder his hair is short. He
must be just off the island."
"That's the fellow whose wife died and whose
stuff you bought?"
(To be continued.)
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GOOD READING
other nations -of :remote antiquity-of whom monHOW OLD IS SIGNALING?
The fabulous honor of being the first inventor um1mtal records alone remain to us-haa develof the art of signaling, says the Scientific A-m.eri- oped regular methods of signaling by fire, smoke,
can, is bestowed by certain classical wr~te~s upon flags, and so on. Signals were passed from tower
the ingenious Palamedes, but it is certam that "to tower of the Great Wall of China, and the
long before the time of the Trojan War the Tower of Babel was a signal tower.
Beacons are "as old as the hills" on whose sum_ Egyptians and Assyrians, if not the Chinese and
mits they were placed. Those lighted on Mount
Ida, Athos, Citheron and intervening heights conveyed information of the taking of Troy by
DAMON AND PYTHIAS
Agamemnon. Leander was guided across the
Damon, a senator of Syracuse (anciently the Hellespont by the signal lamp displayed by Hero
most famous and powerful city in Sicily), was in her tower at Sestos. One night the lamp was
by nature hot tempered, but was schooled by blown out-he was drowned, and she then threw
Pythagorean philosophy into a storic coldness herself into the waves. Theseus, in the Argonauand slowness of speech. He was a firm friend_ of tic expedition, conveyed information by colors of
the republic and when Dionysius was made kmg- the sails hoisted, but killed his father through
by a vote of the Senate, Damon upbraide4 the l;>e- a telegraphic error; for, flushed with victory, he
trayers of his country and denounced D1onysius forgot his signal, and old Aegeus, seeing the black
as a ty ant. For this he was seized, and as he at- sail, apd feeling sure his son was dead, flung
tempted to stab the king, was condemned to in- himself into the sea.
stant death. On his way to execution he was met
The use of mirrors to flash signals by the sun's
by his bosom friend, Pythias, who beseached the rays dates back to the time of the Pharaohs. The
king to allow Damon 'to visit his family and ~id Persians are said to have considerably developed
them farewell, offer.ing himself as a hostage, with it for purposes of war.
the agreement that should Damon f~il t? return
The Persians, the Gauls and the Aztecs comwithin four hours he would suffer m his stead. municated by relays of sentinels shouting to one
Dionysius granted his request and extended t~e another, and Alexander, by means of the stentime to six hours. When Damon ,reac~ed his torophonic tube, conveyed his orders for four
country villa, Lucullus, his slave, to save .h~s mas- leagues.
ter's life, killed his horse; but Damon, seizmg the
The tactician Arnios communicated at night by ~
horse of a passing traveler, reached Syracuse. at
of a tall vessel containing water, which
the moment when the executioner was preparmg means
let out slowly by a tap at the bottom; on the
to put Pythias_ to death, wh? faltered not, but ex,; was
water floated a co1·k disk carrying a gauge with
claimed: " 'Tis sweet to die for those we love.
divisions down · the side, and on each division a
The king- was so impressed with this wond~rful separate
sentence was inscribed. Each signaiing
proof of friendship that :'ie pa_rdoned ~~e friends point had one of these contrivances; and on a light
and requested to be admitted mto theu compan- being shown f\·om one station it was acknowledged
ionship. Taking this nobl_e example as the corner- by the other, and each clepsydra opened at the
stone of a secret beneficial society, J. H. ~ath- moment. When the surface of the water receded ,
bone, of Washington, D. C., p_repared the !1tual to the sentence required, the signaling. station
and instituted the order of Kmghts of Pythias.
again showed a light, when the other stopped the
outflow and read the words inscribed at the water
level upon the corresponding gauge:
.
DANGER FROM TORNADOES
Hannibal erected watch towers m Africa and
The likelihood of a single house or barn being Spain to signal from; and whenever the Romans
damaged by a tornado is le:5s th~n its ch11;~ce of extended their conquests in Gaul, Spain or elsebeing destroyed by fire or hghtnmg, even m the where, they made use of similar si1;naling dedistricts where tornadoes are most frequent. Of- vices. A representation of one of their telegraph
ficial statistics"show such a risk, according to Dr. towers is engraved on Trojan's Column, and ruins
W. J. Humphreys, professor of physics at the of some of them are still to be seen in parts of
United States Weather Bureau.
France.
Usually a tornado does not damage an area
larger than a quarter of a mile in_ width and
thirty miles long, so that grea havoc 1s do11:e o~ly
/
when this swath strikes some p_ppulous district.
"Moving Picture Stories
This was the case with the one of March 18,
which passed over a number of large towns. The A "\Veekly Magazine Devoted to Photoplays and Playel'9
average numoer of tornadoes per year in Illinois
PRICE TEN CENTS PER COPY
is about five, while in Kansas, where they are
Each number contains Three St~ies of the Best l<'ilma
most frequent, it is about six and a half. In
th e ScreE>n- Elegant Half-tone Scenes from the_Playa
other States in the Mississippi Valley they occur -onInteresting
Articles About Prominent ~eople JO the
less frequently. They never occur in, or west of, Films- Doin~s of Actors a nd Actresses m the Studio
r
the Rocky Mountains, but at rare in~ery11;ls _they an<l L ~sson~ ~in Scena rio ,vriting.
have been recorded as far east as V1rgm1_a; _and
HARRY E. WOLFF, · Publisher, Inc.
Beveral years ago a mild (ille occurred w1thm a
New York City
166 West 23d Street
few miles of Washington.
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1TEMS OF INTEREST
TOTEM POLE FOR COOLIDGE
An eighty-foot totem pole, planned to deeorate
the lawn of the White House, as a tribute to the
:1dministration of President Coolidge for awardmg payments to Northwest Indians for forest
lands, is being finished on the· Taholah Indian
reservation by Chief George Sheldon. The weird
figures of persons, birds and animals tell in pictures the history of the Northwest from c;enturies
past to the recent settlement of land grants. The
oig pole will be shipped through Panama Canal
by steamer.
TRAIN BANDIT USES DRUG NEEDLE TO
ROB VICTIM
A hypodermic needle was the chief instrument
employed by an unknown traveler on the Marseilles-Monte Carlo train recently in relieving a
fellow passenger of a pocketbook, ~ontaining 15,000 francs.
When the · train drew into Monte Carlo, M.
Jules David was found unconscious in a first-class
compartment and rushed to the hospital. On regaining consciousness he discovered he had been
i-obbed of all his cash, and said that he believed
he must have fallen asleep and struck his head
on something, or else been hit by the man who
had been in the compartment with him. No mark
was found on his head, but a needle-prick was
discovered in his thigh. It is believed that a h:ypodermic caused him to lose consciousness and allowed his companion to rob him.

The Grand Duke has not b~cn active in politics
lately. He lives very quietly, but nevertheless
every now and then he 1·eceives threatening letters that make him exceedingly nervous.
In some districts of London where there are
many Russians, Scotland Yard detectives, although easily gaining acce s to the houses, r e;;taurants and cafes frequented by Russians, have not
been able to obtain all th:e information tiley u1::sire because of their inability while listening t>J
the language to have any idea of what the conversation is all about. Hence, the order to ~tuuy
Russian.

LAUGHS
"Pa's got an awful temper," said Jamie. "I
tried t' sandpaper my pencil on his chin while
he was takin' a nap, an' he woke up an' got real
mad about it."
Kodak-I succeeded in developing- a splendid
nag-at~ve in a strong- light yesterday. LensHow aid you manage it? Kodak-Asked Miss
Richleigh to marry me.
"Ain't L a little bow-legied ?" a sked the dubious young- man. "Bow-legged?" said his tailor.
"The idea-! Your lower limbs. sir. are absolutely
without a parallel."
"Now, Bennie, here's the medicine. and here's
the dime papa left to pay you for taking it."
"All right, mamma. If you take it and don't tell,
I'll give you half."
"Say, mister, would you give a nickel to a
man what never told a lie?" "Oh, go 'way! What"
are you gi.ving me?" "It ain't fer .me, mister:
it!s fer me deaf and dumb brother."
"Well, little" boy, what's your name ?" "Shadraeh Nebuchadnezzar Yotts." "Who gave you
that name?" "I don't know: but if I find out
when I get older they'll be sorry for it." .
"Halloa, old man! Have any luck shooting? I
should say I did. Shot seventeen ducks in one
day. "Were they wild?" "Well-no-not exactly:
but the farmer who owned them was."
"How did you succeed in simulating insanity
so perfectly?" asked the friend of the escaped
criminal. "I bought a catalogue of popular sonJ?S
and repeated the titles one after another over
and over again."

SCOTLAND YARD STUDYING RUSSIAN
Grandpa-Don't J?et scared, Willie: the tiger:Scotland Yard detectives of future fiction may
be expected to voice torrents of polysyllabjc is about to be fed; that's what makes himI jumo
ain't
Slavonic if the occasion arises and if writers fol- up and roar so. Willie (easily) - Oh,
low life, for a number of men from the ''Yard'' afraid of him, grandpa; papa's the same way
have been assigned to the task of learning Rus- when his meals ain't ready.
sian. This has been necessitated by the increased
"TeU me, professor," said the inquisitive stuvigilance of British police authorities against
Communists. Receptly threatening letters have dent, "are the three elements, fire, water:- and air,
been received both by the accred_ited Soviet repre- political elements?" "No, not exactly," replied
the professor; "but the political elements are
sentatives there and by Czarist emigres.
Scotland Yard men for three weeks have been somewhat similar." "What art they, pr:-ofessorT•
guarding day and night the home of ex-Grand asked the youth. "Fve-water and wind." wu
Duke Michael, in Cambridge Gate, Regent's Park. the reply.
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PETROLEUM AND COAL
An idea of the amount of petroleum and coal
bei_n~ taken from the earth every year may be
gamed from the following figures:
. The petroleum producti,,n in the United States
for 1923 was 4,130,866,C19 cubic feet. This is
enough to cover Manhattan Island from Central
Park to the Battery with crude oil 150 feet deep.
The world's coal production in 1923 came to
1,337,000,000 metric tons. This h~ge weight can
be better understood when it is realized that it is
equal to 23 times the total tonnage of the world's
me1·chant shipping.
The quantity of unmined coal in the earth has
been estimated at more than 7,000 times the above
figure.
WORK STARTS SOON ON CONEY ISLAND
EXTENTION
Construction work on the extension of the
Coney Island boardwalk, from the foot of Ocean
_,.... Parkway to Coney Island avenue, will be expedited, accordina- to the announ ement of Boroua-h
President Joseph A. Guider. The plans will be
approved followina- a public hearing: before the
Board of Estimate.
The new -section of the walk will be similar in
type of .construction to the present boardwalk.
The extension will be continued at a width of 80
feet, and will be built on reinforced concrete piles.
It is planned also to construct at the foot of
Ocean Parway a large plaza or esplanade, which
will pe1mit of easier access to the public desiring to use either the Brighton Beach or the Coney
Island section of the walk. It is estimated that
the new extension will cost approximately $1,000,000.
MOVIE BY RADIO
An apparatus by which persons may see moving objects miles away by radio was successfully
demonstrated at a private test in Washington of
an invention by C. Francis Jenkins, Washington
scientist.
Secretary Wilbur, Dr. George M. Burgess, director of the Bureau of Standards, and other high
government officials witnessed the test.
The apparatus was set up in the laboratory of
the inventor in downtown Washington. On a small
screen the officials were able to see a small cross
l'evolving in a beam of light fl.ashed across a
ligpt-sensitive cell inslalled at a n:i,val rad_io station several miles away. The obJect, while not
perfectly clear, was distinguishable, witnesses
said.
.
The invention was tried out successfully two
years ago, but_ t_h~ action pic_tures _were re~,ord~d
only in -an adJommg room, m which the radio
eye," a revolving disk, said to be the secret of the
invention, was placed.
The "radio eye," consisting of a polished mirror of graduated thickness and a numbel' of
smaller mirrors, in its revolution breaks up the
image of the picture into thousands of fl.ashes, refl-ectin_g them into a photo-electric cell. The fl.ashes
take a number of "stills" of the moving object,

I

a;11d _in reprod_µcin~ t_hem on the screen, give contmu1ty of act10n similar· to a motion picture.
. "I suppose we'll be sitting up at our desks dl;rmg the next war and watching the battle in progress," said Sec1·etary Wilbus, as he watched the
image cavorting on the sci-een.
CROSS-WORD PUZZLE ORIGIN IS TRACED
BACK ·TO CRUSADERS
"For th~ origin.of cross wo:rai,s we must go back
to the pei:1od of the Crusade1:s. The knights who
accompamed Godfrey of Bouillon to Palestine invented th~s pastime to charm away the idle hours
of camp life. Hence the name, mois croises (literally 'cro~ed words'; but, in French, croises also
means 'crusaders')," says Cami in Le Figaro as
translated for the Kansas City Star.
"A minstrel of the day composed the first real
cross word puzzle. His name was Mamert and
he peddled his puzzles from castle to castie as
"Mo~s-en criox-de-Mamert.' This game was later
fo~pidden as blasphemous and satanic.
Now, while crosswords, taken in small doses
certainly help to relieve the tedium of modern ex~
istence, lheir abuse entails a certain risk, for
they may become more dangerous than the most
powerful of narcotics. We have the ether addict
and the cocaine addict-and perhaps now the
cross word addict, a fiend who spends entire days
and nights solving the puzzles.
"In fact, just a few days ago I encountered a
cross word fiend. It was in the assessor's office.
The clerk to whom I "'.(>re.;ented myself was evidently pluna-~d in the most abstruse calculations.
Bent over h1~ des~, he · was mumbling strange
words the while, with one hall,d, he fumbled with
the leaves of an enormous dictionary.
"I waited patiently for ten minutes and then
drew his attention by rapping on the desk.
" 'What's wrone,- with you?' he snapped. 'Can't
you see that I am busy? Come in some other time.
There's no rush!'
"I then took a look at his 'work' and observed
that he was busy with a cross word puzzle.
'I cite another and still more horrible example.
The other day I noticed a crowd on the corner as
I was crossing the boulevard and, drawing near,
asked a bystander what had happened.
"'An accident,' he explained. 'Some poor devil
crushed by a motor bus. It seems that he was
crossing the street trying to solve the cross word
puzzle in his hand, and was struck. Look, you
can see him there under the rear wheel.'
"I looked. An unpleasant sight. The poor fellow, not yet dead, still held his puzzle in one
hand and his pencil in the other. ·
"'His legs are crushed,' observed another • bystander, sympathetically, 'all hashed up like marmalade!'
"At the words there was a muttered groan from
beneath the wheels.
"'Marmalade. Marmalade!' gasped the victim .
'Nine letters! Synonym for a confection! Ju st
what I was looking for when I was hit!'
"With a supreme effort the poor fiend tumed
on his side, scribbled the letters in the squares
and, smiling, fell back dead."
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FROM ALL POINTS

WORK & WIN
Stories About Fred Fearnot

WHY SNOW IS WHITE
. Snow is -:made up of a vast multitude of very
tmy crystals. Each shiny face of each of these
crystals reflects light, just as the cut facets of
glass or of a diamond do. All these reflections
from the millions of tiny crystal mirrors combine
to make the glistening beauty of the fresh snow.
BUY A HOUSE WITH ·ONE DOLLAR
T_he lengths tu which instalment buying and
sellmg are going m America were pointed to as
a bad sign recently by Rodman Gilder, editor of
the Credit Monthly, in addressing the National
Association of Credit Men.
"Did you know," he asked, "that a, man with
only $12.60 in cash can buy a new Ford in Michigan? This is a sign of the times, and a bad
sign.
"Credit men realized that more than 90 per
cent. of all legitimate business is done on credit,
but at the pace we are now going any man with
a dollar in cash will soon be able to buy a house,
any woman with a quarter may get possession of
a vacuum cleaner, and any boy with a jitney may
'buy a wedding ring.
$50,00CJPEARL FOUND BY BOY DRIVER
What is called the world's finest pearl, a lustrous, peacock-green gem nearly three-quarters of
an inch in diameter and weighing almost thirty
carats, has been found off one of the Gambier
Islands in the South Pacific Ocean by an eighteenyear-old native boy diver, says P<>7TUl,ar M echanips.
He parted with it for a small fortune, and the
buyer is said to have been offered $50,000 for the
treasure. It is not an uncommon occurrence for
the fishermen to go out in their little canoes in
the morning and return at evening rich, according.
to their standards. The find of the young boy,
however, is said to be the largest in the records
of the region.

We can still su;.ply the following numbers of the
"Fred Fearnot" stories:
Price 8 Cents Each
1336 Fred l•"earnot·s Search !or Smith; or, The l\faa Who
Conlrl Not Be Pound.
1337 " At the Fair: or, Shaking Things Up at Shagtown.
1338 " Hunted; or, A Plot That Was Haro co Solve.
1339 " and the Boy 13oxer; or, Giving n Pugilist
.
'Points
13-l0 " '.l'emp~rance P iny: or, Fighting Drink with the
Drama.
1341 " D~at h Slide; or, Down tbe Great Mountain
Flume.
1342 " Call r,y Wireless: or, the Friend Who Played
him fal~e .
1343 " lltH I th<' Qu('er Quartette: or, Jim, Jack. Joe
and Jerry.
13H " an,prnf!eT~l~!es':elegrapher; or, Fighting the
1345 " Try for Goal! or, Winning In the Last Moment.
1346 " Indian Boy; or Clvlli>:lng a Savage.
13-H " Gre11t !-ncrlflce ! or, All for the Sake of a
Friend.
' 1348 " and "Tired Tim'·: or, The T,azlest Bov In Town
1349 " Football Giants: or, H an dling a Hetivy Line. ·
1350 " Exploring Trip: or, A Week In the Crystal
•
Caves.
1351 " and the Fur Hunters; or, A Trip to Hudson's
Bay.
1352 " Long Pass : or. ThP Play That Puzzled All.
1363 " and the "Dutch Flyer": or, Up Against the
Cbamplon Skater.
1354 " My stic Mark: or, The Hlndoo's Strange Warn•
Ing.
135:'i " Ice Cutter: or, ThP FMtest Boat on the J,ake.
1356 " and the Rov Millionaire: or, On the Road
to Ruin
1357 " Hockev Winners; or, A Hot Game on the Ice.
1358 " Flve-MUe Slide: or, The Toboggan In the
Mountain• .
1359 " We~k of Dnuger: or, Dealing with the Whart
Gang.
1360 " In the Gym; or, Winter Sport with College
Bo;vs.
·1361 " and the Burled Gold: or, Fighting the Mexican
Bandits.
1362 " Ocean Voyage; er, The M stery of Stateroom
No. 10.
1363 " Hundred-Mlle Race: or, Ten Hours on Skate•.
1364 " and the Shipping Clerk; or, Saving an Hotaest
Boy.
1366 " and "Hard Luck ITnrry"; or, The Boy Who was
Always in Trouble.
1367 " L;f~k.lng_ Drive: or, The Champions of the

MAN ONLY JELLY, SAYS SCIENCE
Man and all living material are mere jelly,
elastic as rubber, fibrous and thirty for water. 1308 " and the Indian Queen: or. The "Bad" Men of
the Trading Post.
This is the character of protoplasm, the staff of 1369 " Cross
Conntrv Run; or, Winning the Great
life, whose properties have been discovered·
Paper Chas!'.
through actual dissection of microscopic living 1370 " Training Trip< or, In the South with n Base•
ball Nine
cells, per:(ormed by Dr. William Seifriz, National 1371 " ' and
Little Dick; or, Tbe Trials of a Poor
Research Council fellow at the Unive1·sity of
Working Boy.
1372 " Ba~eball Giants: or, Winning the Opening
Pennsylvania.
Game.
He told the Amerfoan Philosophical Society at 1373 " Boy
Life-Savers; or, Rrave Work On the
its opening meeting that this fundamental staff
Reach.
Pinc; or The Myste ry of the Moonshine
Lone
at
"
137i
of all life most closely resembles g-elatine, rubber,
Camn.
soap and casein. These researches were calleJ 137!'i " Playing
the Game; or, Out With His New Nine.
the most importafl.t in the world, since they aim 1376 " Road Riders: or, Rustling With Roughs.
Boys; or, After the Wharf Rats.
Battery
the
and
"
1377
of
substances
at the understanding of the basic
1378 " CIPv(' r ('urn••; or. RPatini: Out the RatsmPn.
all living things.
J~79 " Island l\[ysten·; or. Camping in C1rnadn.
Doctor Seifriz told how he discovered that !lro- l~0 " Boy Marvel; or. Rrini<ing Out a Youni: Pitcher.
in~ the Single Sculls.
toplasm is just as springy as a rubber band. Un- 1381 " Ilard Pull; or. Winn
der a powerful microscope a minute particle of ].382 " Among the Poor: or. The Dnrk Side of Life.
Any of the above number• will be malled to you
nickel, only 1-2500th of an inch across, was infree, upon receipt of the price tn money, OJI'
serted into the heart of a living cell. Attracted postaire
by an electro-magnet, the metallic particle postag-e stamps.
HARRY E. WOLFF, PUBLISHER. INC.,
stretched th~ protoplasm, and when the magnetic
166 West 23rd Street,
influence was removed the particle jumped back
New Yerk, N. Y.
into its original position.

BLANK CARTRIDGE PISTOL,
Protectum again#t Bvrgla,r•• 7'rampa & l}O(J•
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~1:,,~~ ig~r:ndn$~up~!~::rd~ruei~()~~!J0~ °s'Mf-?ttl C~~- 8 t>!~~oi·. 11iA~r:E.1'wfS!
0

01

P'

Serpent's E

Boll oonto.in1 12

ecc■•

lit with a mat.oh
srMl•ally hatch•
1nake
■eTeral
1

W

a\andud .2l Cal. Blank Cartrldrea obtainable e?er,,e
wber•. Prlc• $1.00 postpaid. ■ lank C ■ rtrldC.._
h:, Hr,reH, SOc JMr 100. Holst ■ r (Cowboy type) fOI
mank Cartridi:e Piatol, soc, po1tpaid.

~e:,, ~~d ;"~~~nt~

about in a mod
life-lih manner.

Wt11 mMle 1rnd efreotin;
modellec! on lutt>at t.,pe

1
::!~ep~:::::
s P?xp,loding Cigarettes :fo~i~
• burct11r. Wheo loaded
~
::r
:-.~r.:~~tit'i~o!t
• ,
dancer to life. h t"k••

Price ••r box. too

postp■ Ju.

3 for

.lohn•on Smith a Co.,

zsc.

CIGARETTE MAKER
•

.

I/IOYS!

"'I

JUST LIKE' ORDINARY CIGARETTES.
BUT SUCH REAL STARTLERS I TIie bo:ii:
contAina kn r•muine c,iprettee of·ei:cellent
quality . Ttiey api,e..r • o real, but when each
...cia:aret.tA h1about one-third amoked, tl,e •ictim
c'-:.t8 a very ueat aurprieo '" it coe• off with A
lood BANG! A &roat mirth provoker yet
Roll :,our own and •a•e money. Makee entJrc,ly- harm.le•••: Prlc• 250 D•r box.
them betWr and
beeide■ aa•in& more
than hall. UM your fo•orite bnmd of
tcbacoo. Neat, wieful and handy, Pocket
•I••• ,ulc:h• Ji 01. Made entir111ly of metal,
niokol~plated. Prlc• 25c po•tpald,

Dept. 405 •

BOYS!

Racine, WI••

BOYSI

THROW YOUR VOICE

;al

quicker

Popular Watch Charms

15c

Bpi

Mystic Skeleton
A Jointed llgure
In. In height,
.......
oo.WIii
..
dance to music
and perform various gyrations

·

•

and' movements

:'~~~a~te~E:; ,.( • ·
dll!tance from It.

· ..,

'•

MAGIC FLUTE
Good
Luck
Ring
Quaint

and Novel

Deeicn

and uncommon rlnr. Bilnr
cro11bone dealrn, wUb t"llll'o
b
reme 1perldinc out, of the
.;...
man:, to brina: Good Luok to the
wearer, henae ft• name. Good Luck Rlnfi•
tab D pride n

!:.11::.iq•~Ntt ~1\?ENT~~l

Wonderfully Sw'!'I Toned and Musical
The Macia Flute. or Ruman•
atone, ie a unique and no-.el
mu■ ioal in1hum1nt that i•
plByod with noeo and mouth
co10hja!J'o
i t which, when once ac-

k~:ot• 1!• ,N~~ln:
~!re:1ili:~:h\:t;otra:;

Or oduee •ery •weot
11111~10 th.t aomewbat.
re.,ombloa a fluU. Thero
11 no 8.nrerlnc, and onr.o
ba-.e ma.atere.d
It you can p_~ay all It.ind, o mu,io wlth facility
and _,e. Wh1n played a ■ an n.ooompaniment,

lou

!;!e".N!:~.o:. ~~,::rne: ::1tii:'e~:~'i:1i:;~'·

Address orders for all goods on this page to

JOHNSON SMITH & CO.
,~m,;·:~
_!1!11_-.,

Dept. 405

RACINE, WIS.

A D.t.ux• Edition of our new 1925 CATALOG mall•d on rHalpt of 25c.
Hand•om• cloth bfndln1. Only book of lta kind. 420 P■ I•• of 1111 the lat•
eat trick■ In magic, the ncwe•t nov■ ltl••• pu::u:le•, «•m••• •Portlnl 1ood11,
lnt ■ r••tln1 book•• curloaitle• In •••d• and plant ■, etc., unprocurable
•t■■wh■ r• .

I

LITTLE ADS
or

Write to Riker & King, Advertising Offices, 530 Broadway, New York City, 29
East Madison Street, Chicago, for particulars about advertising in this magazine
AGENTS WANTED

AGENTS-WRITE FOR FREE SAlllPLES.
Sell Madison "Better-Made" shirts for

h1rge Manufacturer, direct to wearer. No
capital, or experience required. Many earn
$100 weekly and bonus. Madison Mfgrs.,
603 Broadway, New York.

NEW CAMERA takes and finishes photos
in ono minute. Make monev selling camnas, or taking photos. Exclusive ter.tlt.ory.
Crown Co .. Dept. 967, Norwalk, Conn.
AGENTS- 00c an hour to advertise and distribute samples to consumer. Write quick
for territory and particulars. Amei,i.can
Products Co., 2471 American Bldg., Cincinnati. 0.
ABSO:fUTELY no competltiop. selling ValStyle millinery. Every wom'e.n buys. Y?u
m a ke $25 to $150 a week. Write for Spe<'1al
Ofl'er and Exclusive Territory. Val-Style Hat
Co., A81, Val-Style Building, Clncilll!ati, 0,

IIIARRY IF LONELY "Home Maker" · hun-

d_reqs rich: reliable, years experlenc~: descr1pt1ons free. '.rbe Successful Club Box
'
·

1>56, Oaklanj, California.

lllABRIAGE PAPER-20th year. Big Issue
with descripUons, photos, · names and addresses. 21i cents. No other fee. Sent sealPd.
Box 2265, R, Boston, Mas11.

M;\.RRY-Free photographs, directory and
descriptions of wealthy members.
Pay
when married. New Plan Co. , Dept. 36.
Kansas City, Mo.
·
DIRECTORY with
photos and descriptions free. Pav when
married. The Exchange, Dept. 545. Kansas
City, Mo.
.
MARRY-MARRIAGE

MARRY- Write for big new directory with
photos and descriptions. Free. National
.Agency, Dept. .A, 4606, Sta. E ., Kansas
City, Mo.
Excl1an1?e letters.
Write me enclosing stamp. Violet Ray,
Dennison, Ohio.

GRT A SWEETHEART.

HELP WANTED
DETECTIVES

NEEDED

EVERYWHERE.

Work home or travel, experience unneceseary. Write George R . Wagner, former
Govt. Detective, 1968 Broadway, N. Y.
,.,i1LVERINO Mirrors.

French plate. Easily
learned; immense protlts. Plans free. Wear
Mirror Works, Excelsior Springs, Mo.

PERSONAL

Write Betty Lee,
Inc., Box 820 City Hall Station, New York
Cit)·. Stamp appreciated.

MARRY- Lonely H <>arts. join our ~luli. we
have a compnnlon for yon. rnanv worth
from $5.000 to $50,000. De!\,crlptlons, photos,
Introductions free. Send no mon ey. Stnndard Cor. Club, Grayslake, Ill.
SWEETHEARTS for e~rybody,

Stamped
envelopes for proposal.
Th e Lily Club,
Station H. Cleveland. Ohio.

ARE YOU LONESOME?

HUNDREDS seeking marriage. If sincere
enclose stamp. Mrs. F . Willard, 292'1
Broadway, Chicago, Illinois.
LONELY ilEARTS-1 have a_s_w_e_e_t~h-e-ar_t_,f,..o-r
you. Exchange letters: make new friends.
Efficient, conl!dentlal and dignified service.
Members everywhere. Eva Moore, Box 908,
J'acksonvllle. Florida.
NAY 1NVU TNa~t
DIAiled on trial. l!tate which
1"" want. It I& eure, oend I@;
If not, don't.• Write toda:,.
1.4dr-W. K. STERLINIE. 846 OllloAw... SIDNEY, 0.
I

ASrH MA

CII'

TOBACCO HABIT
TOBACCO or Snulf Habit cured or no pa:,.
$1.00 if cured . Remedy sPnt on trill!.
Superba Co.. PC., Baltimore. Md.

SONGWRITERS
SEN,:D TODAY for free copy Writer'a DI,
gest; tells how to write and sell short
stories, photoplays, poems, songs. Writer'•
Digest, G-22, ill. 12th St.. Cincinnati.

BLANK CARTRIDGE PISTOL
ProuetionAJ,ainatBurolar•. 2ra.~andDoo• New Catalog

Send 25e for new

• De Luxe Cat.aloe
of Nave ltie•.

Tricks, Puzzles.
8

!°~~1o
~:~::
Handsome

.A-LLEN OUTLAWS

bindln&' ..

,i
SEND NO MONEY

Dorin
watch, in

case,

eweet bo

t}rftt'!~n:

CRE

Rt.master
re. Grea
Mouey b
ept. A

IOOW.Chlcaa:oAve., Chtcas

order to-

8n~neC:,':a1!;e

l.,uJI: l'ina.

OIL - BURNING
AUTOMOBILES
TESTED
In an attempt
to develop an automobile · engine
that oo.n be operated without the
use of gasoline
( a n expensive
item in these
days) a French
auto manufacturing finn has built
a car and ·engine
that o p e r a t e s
with oil. A test
run of 800 miles
was made and the
average fuel consumption for the
entire tI·ip was
one gallon of oil
every f i f t e e n
miles. It is said
that the running
cost was approximately one-eighth
that of a gasolinedriven car. 'I:J:le
engine is considerably s ma 11 er
and lighter than
in the average
car. The manufacturing company has announced
that, while it is
not entirely satisfied with the r esults of the trial
trip, if believes
that remarkable
progress has been
made in the right
direction and that
it is only a question of time until
oil-burning e n gines will entirely replace the
gasoline - driven
ones.
T h e developim en t will be
w a t c h e d with
much interest on
this side of the
Atlantic, for the
constantly i n creasing cost of
gasoline has been
a source of worry
to :the millions of
auto owners here,
just as it ha& in
France and all of
the other European countries.

"What would I do if I lost my job?"
W
.
HAT would you do? What would your
wife and children do?

3uppose your employer notified you tomorrow that he didn't need you any longer?
Have you any idea where you could get another position?
You wouldn't have to worry if you were
a trained man. You wouldn't have to spend
your mornings reading the "Want Ads" and
then trudging from place to place, meeting
rebuffs and discouragements, piling up bills,
finally willing "to do anything" if only you
could get on somebody's payroll.

you just as they l!_fC training thousands of other
men-no matter where you live-no~ matter what
your circumstances.
At least find out how, by marking and mailing
the coupon printed below. There's no cost or
obligation, and it takes only a moment of your time,
but it may be the means of changing your whole life.

Mail the Coupon To-day/
.-.-----------------thew~!:ft~!n~~t tt~li::~l~~ c~;::: !,t1lchm~ ~~:e ~:!:eau:~1i:for
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL8

Btl&INESS. TRAINING

.--

I

High School Subjects

Prlnte Secretary

~ Spanlsh

O French

Dlu1tratlna

TECHNICAL AND

t~t=~~s· Blue Prlnta

i~:~i~:~ai.1!~rt~:erlns
::~~!~l:l E~:Jr.~~n
Machine Shop Practice

~

l

i~~~~~~r!rb~a A1sd:~:a
Concrete Builder

Eodnoerinc

_She International Correspondence School, will train

0

Structural Engineer
Chemistry D Pba.rmao,.
AutomobUe Work:
Airplane En&1ne1
Na,•lgation

Railroad Poetttona
Oas Engine Operatlq
Cirll Enrtneer
Surveying and Mappiq
M:etalluro

:~1~

O Cartoell1q

INDUSTRIAL COURSES

•

tf.1ti~:~:;c:oo Poulto

Name ................................................................................................. _

Street

AddreH................................... -

Right at home-; in the odds and ends of spare time
that now go to waste, you can prepare fos the
position you want in the work you like best. For

COURSES

1S•lesmanshlp
Advertillng
Better Lettera
Show Card Letterina
Stenography and Typfna
~ Banking and Banklne- Law
Bu,tneaa Ene-It1h
Clrtl Servlee
Accountancy(lncludlna C.P.A.)
Railway Mall Clerk
Nicholson Cost .Accountin&
Common School Subject•
Bookkeeplnl'
Bualne,a 1d•n•1tement
Jndustrlal Management
Personnel Or~antr.atton
Traffic Management
Business Law

Don't have this spectre , of unemployment
hanging over your head forever. Train yourself to do some one thing so well that your
services will be in demand. Employers don't
discharge such men. They promote them!
Decide to-day that you are going to get the specialized training you must have if you arc ever
going to get a real job and a real salary. It is easy
if yo11 really try.

.

Box 4489-D, Scranton, Penna.

!~r

a-e -a•

........... ,, .. , ......................... , ............ ..

City .... ............................................. .state...........................................
Occupation .. ... ... .............. .. ....... ........ .... ...... .... ....... .. .............. ............ .. .
Prr,ona retulino in Canada 11'.ould ,end thi, roupon to 11u, Jnta,W..
"-41 Carro,,onaem:o 8t,MJol1 Ocnadio11,. Limited,. Montreal. 6-4a.

WILD WEST WEEKLY

OUR TEN-CENT H4.ND BOOKS
Useful, Instructive, and Amusing. They contain
Valuable Information on Almost
E'Very Subject.
N o . l. NAPOLEON'S ORACULUJII AND DREAM
IJOOK .- Col)taln ing the great oracle of human destiny;
also the true meaning of almost any kind of dream'II ,
together with charms, ceremonies and curious games of
·
curds.
No. 2. HOW ,110 ,DO TRICKS.-The great book or
mn~ic and card tricks, containing full instructions on
nll leading card tricks of the day, also the most popular
magical illusions as p erformed by our lending magicians; every hoy shoul<l obtain a copy of this hook.
No. 3. HOW TO FLIRT. - The arts and wiles or
flirtation are fully explained by this little hook. Besicles t l1e various method• of hnndkerchlef. fan. glove.
pnrnsol. window and hat flirtation, It contains a full list
of the lnn(!nage nnil sPntlment of flowers.
No. 4. HOW TO DANCE Is the tlt!P of thi~ little book.
It contains tnll Instruction~ ln the nrt of ilaneing, etlnuPttP In the ballroom nnd nt nnrtles. how to drPss. nnrl
f111l directions for calllng of!' in all popular sri un re
/lances.
No. 5. HOW TO MAKE LOVE-A completp gni-'P 'n
Jove, courtship and marriage, giving sensible orlv!ce.
rul es and ,:,tiquette to be. 'hhserveil. with many curious
Rnrl interPstinl? thlnirs not generally known.
No. 6. :U:OW TO BJ;JCOI\IE AN ATHLE't'K-Gfvlni ,t
fnll instructions !or the use of dumhells. Tndlan cluh.
1
p"lrnPPl h!'lrs. hor1?.ontal httr5t and vnrtous other n'1Ptl•n '" ,..
of neYPlnping n ,::-ood. h!'!!ltby muscle; containing over
slvtv illnst.Rtlona.
No. 7. HOW TO KF.F.l' R11''RD~ -H"ndsomelv IPn•trat<'il r nrl rnnt.olnlng full instructions for the m~nna}._
ment •n il trolnlni,r of the canRrv, mock!nghlril, hohol!Jl.k.
•
hlnrkh!rd, n"rorinet. parrot, Ptc.
No. 9. HOW TO BECOME A VEN'l'RJT,OOlTI/ii T.Bv HRrry Kennedy . Every lntelll(!ent boy rp•rlin(! I"'•
h0ok of fni:::tr11("ttnnq <·nn mni-ttf!'r the n rt, 1-1ntl C're~tn ,rr•v
nmount o-r fun for himself nail tricnils. It is the gr~nt'eFlt honk f"',..,...r n11hliF:h~rl.

No. 10.
ipn!=IY.

;

HOTI" TO ROX .-'l'hp nl"t nf s<>lf-ilf'fpnsP maiie

Cnnt .... infn'!'

o~pr thirty

11111.:;:trattnn~

of gnf'lrrl<:;,

hlow~ nnrl thP ,Hft'prnnt pn~ttio11~ (Yf 11 t?ontl hn~ei,r. F,v ry
hov Rbout<l ohtnil'l onP nf tlH\~P ll~Pft1l anfl insh·111•t,'t"e
"'"''""· as It will tf'nch yon to hox wlthont nu lnatr11ctor.
No. ll. HOW TO WRITE LOVF.-LETTF.RS .-A most
complete little book. contnininl? fn 1 1 ilirectlons for writing lovp-lettPrS, nnil "·hpn to use them, gh-lng specim en
letters for young n nil old.
No. 12. HOW TO WRJTE LETTF.J?_, TO LA DIF.!'I.
-Olving complete instrnctions for writing letters to
larties on nll subjects; also letters or introrlnetion. notes
non requests.
No. 19. HOW TO DO lT; Or, BOOK Ol" ETT()UF.TTV.. ·
-It is a great ]lfp secret. nnil onP fhnt . 0 very yonng
man desires t0 kn ,, w shn11t. Th •P's happiness in It.
No. H. HOW TO MAKE CANJlV.-A eomplPtP hnnilhook tor making all kinds of cnnrlY. lce-crenm, s~·rups.
essences. etc.
No. 18. HOW TO BEC'OMF. RV.AU"'JJ"UL.-()n e "f
th ebrightest anii most vnlnahle llttle books e"er g!vPn
to the world. Everyboilv wishes to know how to become beautiful, hoth male aud female. The secret Is
simple and almost costless.
HOW TO :t,;NTERTAIN AN EVENJJ'.'O
No. 20.
PARTY.-A niost complete compendlnm of games. sports,
card diversions, comic rerltntions. etc., sultahle for pnrlor or drawing-room entertainment. Tt contains more
for the ml>ney thru1 n 11y honk pnblished.
No. 23. HOW TO EXPLAIN DRF.Ac\TS.-'T'h!s llttle
hook gives the e,cpJnnntion to sll kinds of dreams, to,zether with lnrky nnil nnlucky /lays. •
No. 24 . HOW TO WT>TT'F l ,lsT'rERS TO OENTLF.;\JEN.-C,,nt0in!n" full direc-tions for ,,.ritlng to g!!ntlemPn on nll ,i;,nhJect~.
N ... 25. HOW TO Bl':('O'fV, A (1''"1\'AST.- Contnin-

LATEST . ISSUES

1135 Young Wild West Gunning l.or Gold; or, Outwitting the Mine Plotters.
1138 " and the Indian Agent; or, Arletta Shooting to%
Hei- Life.
1139 " Lusso Duel; or , The Picnic at Dry Bottom.
1140 " ant~cb~: . U. S. Marshall; or, Arletta as a De, -

½U~ ::
1143

"

1144

"

1146

"

1146

"

l147
1148

"
"

1149

"

1150
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ll5Z
1153
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1154
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tl/55 "
11511 "

1157

"

1158

"

1159

"

1160

"

1161

"

and the Redskin Rustlers; or, Arietta Saving
the Cat e, .
Fight on the Mesa: or, Surrounded bv Greasers
LeRrllng n - Raid; or, Arletta and tlie Bars of'
Gold.
nt Yankee Camp; or, A Fourth 'of July on the
Border.
Cn.rn!'red by Apaclles; or, Arletta. and the
Poisoned Arrow.
anJ ';{!~ocent Ike"; or, Trapplnl! a Tricky
08

Prairie Pursuit: or, Arletta a Cnpt1ve.
and the Texas Cowboys: or, The Scrimmage
with the Sheenmen.
Washing Out Gol.d : or, Arlettn's Lucky Discovery.
Mexican M!xup; or. Tbe Stiver Mine D!Rnute.
aie,~~i Wlclow's· .Clnlm; or, Arietta's Brn\'e Dea nil thE: Range Boss: or, Crooked Work at the
.
ffi~n~
Caught by Savages: or, Arlettn's Darlng
Bescue.
and the Mextcan DeAdshot: or, The Shoot!n,:Mntch On th~ Border.
at Hard · Luck: or, Arletta and the Stream of
Gold.
Di[~~~t;. a Ranch: or, Besieged by Cattle

"

"

and the Miner's Trap: or. Arietta'• GrPnt Rhot.
At AcP Ilig-h Fair: or, Th e T,fr,, li eRt Ti111e on

Jlf,4

"

J-(1sky RiclP: or. Arl.Ptta and thP Gnlch Osn.,..
:Buckskin Bani!: or. The !'lher!IT's Bl"' Mistake.
Douhln ~'rlumnh: or. AriPtt!\ Snvinit the Flng.
nnil "(;owhoy ,Tack": or. !"no11lnec a Rnnch Rn!d.
Only C!,ance: or. Arletta's Quick Throw.
DPs per te Charge: or, The Shot That Beat the
Reil skins.
at Gild Dust Flat: or. Ari!'ttn ancl the Secret
Rann.
tn Dnnger: or, H e lping the Trapped Cavalry-

1162

1165 "
1166 "
11117 "
1168 "
1169 "
'

1171

"

1172

"

and

1173

"

1174

"

117~

"

Taming the Cownunchers; or. The Hard Crowd
of Bull Tail Ranch.
A ftpr th<! "Vultures": or. Arietta and the
·
Rand or TPn.
CtLJiJ:gLi\~~ Two Gun lllan; or, Saving a Sher•

1176

"

1177

"

1178 "
1179 "
1180

"

1181

"

1182

"

1183

"

1184

"

m~n

the

ro,Hl~r_,..,.

nntc hnrn11·s
l"T r,,,

T ,iffl .

Claim: 9r, Arietta

De-

and the Bny RRn,\hero; or, Helping a Tenderfoot to SlH!CPSS.
and "Ginger Jake"; or The Boss of Gimlet
Gulch.
~:d;k~~~'.aw Chier: or. Arktta Defying
D.-fyi.ng au Ambush; or, Ari e tta Leading the
Cavalry.
Snverl Ry a Signal; or, Ar!Ptta and the Vanishing Light.
Double Suhffle: or. The Celebration at Buckhorn Rnnch.
CJlo\~1{111g n Chief; or, Arietta As a Cavalq

Rt~e

a nil the Lone Cabin: or, The Raiders ot the
Gorge.
1;-~i"/.!ped in ·a CRnyon; or, Arietta's Swing For ~
At A R<'dskin Pow-Wow; or, Doomed To Dill

l'or uk by au newsdea fert1, or wilt be ..Dt to a117
copy.
addreas on recelot ot pr!,:,e, toe.
l■ money or ■ tamp ■, by

"
At 'l'h<' Stake.
0
by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any ad!•
sale
For
dress on receipt of price, Sc. per cop,y , In money .
or postage stamps by

New York City
166 West 23d Street
H.~RRY E. WOLFF. Ptij>lisher. Inc.

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.
New York Cit~
166 West 23d Street

ny

•er

1185

'

R<'f'Orcl

1170

0

fne- fnll rlirP<'tinn~ f r, T" :ill klnO~ of 'f!~·n,n'l~tiC' ~port,;;;i And
F,nihrnr!n .cr thirty - five Illustrations.
rtbPltf ~ PXf'r("'it:::o~
Profp~~or W. 1\fnNlon.,Trl .

anJ ~~e P'!!:~ic Dozen; or, The Scourge ot Red
0
H e lping the 9th Cavalry; or, Arletta as a
,
Sharpshooter.
n1io1Jhc1~Y,~~er's "Kid"; or, Fighting tor a

1163

0

1

!:ltopping a Flood: or, Savin~ a Doomed Camp
an~ ~Ite~aU Coach: or, Ar etta and the Ladj

r

